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WHERE THE SALES SING

It’s a profusion of titles—and a profusion of possibilities! Announcing 114 amazing calendars for 2022—114 reasons to say, we are looking ahead and we are bullish about it. Maybe you’ve heard of a certain 8-million-copy #1 New York Times bestselling novel called Where the Crawdads Sing? We’re thrilled to debut a wall calendar inspired by it, featuring gorgeous photographs that immerse you in the book’s setting, plus descriptive captions and excerpts from the novel. Visions of the Future: The Official Stephen Hawking Calendar pairs the celebrated scientist’s thought-provoking words with astonishing images of the Universe, photographed by the European Space Agency. What could be more exciting than having the hugely successful New York Times Crossword Page-A-Day on the list? How about having two New York Times Crossword Page-A-Days on the list (welcome New York Times Mini Crossword). Also new from the New York Times: Tiny Love Stories Page-A-Day, created by the editors of the hugely popular Modern Love column.

A Year of Good Black News Page-A-Day and Heirs wall calendar each shine a joyous light on Black culture and history. The popular Audubon line grows with the gorgeous Arctic wall calendar and adorabe Little Shorebirds mini calendar. Finance guru Farnoosh Torabi brings her inspiration and expertise to the desktop with the So Money Page-A-Day. When the undead shuffle down the block, How to Survive a Zombie Apocalypse Page-A-Day will give you tips and tricks for keeping your head. And who knew such a nutty calendar would take the retail world by storm? The hit wall calendar The Secret Life of Squirrels is now available in its original full-size format and as a mini calendar, too. The 17-month wall planner lineup has two new titles: So. Many. Stickers. Activity, based on the bestselling Pipsticks+Workman sticker book series, and the fin-tastic Mermaid Life. Plus the Magnetic Monthly wall format expands from one title (the sell-out Go with the Flow) to three, now including Everyday Gratitude and You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job.

Workman calendars are diverse in look and subject matter, but they all reflect our values of creativity, uncompromising craftsmanship, quality, and environmental sustainability. This is what drives us, resulting in high customer loyalty and sales success, year after year. Next year—can’t wait!

100% energetic, inventive, obsessive—and now, 100% recyclable, too

We’re committed to lessening our footprint on the planet without compromising the production standards and quality content you expect from a Workman calendar. The eco-friendly Page-A-Day format is back for its second year. That means all Page-A-Day and Color Page-A-Day calendars are completely recyclable. The backers are made from sturdy chipboard, and there’s no plastic shrinkwrap. The pages serve double duty, with backs designed to be used as graph notepaper. And the vast majority of Workman calendars are printed on sustainable FSC-certified paper. Just another way we’ve made the best calendars in the business a little better.
PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS

It’s really worth repeating: The original Page-A-Day Calendars are classic yet fresh, vibrant and always delightful, unparalleled in their authorship with their range of subject matter, and exhibit high-quality editorial, design, and production standards. Oh, and they are a wonderful value too, at just $15.99 each. Making up the 2022 list are 32 strong, diverse, and exciting titles, including nine making their debuts. From the New York Times, there’s Mini Crossword (following up on the success of last year’s New York Times Daily Crossword calendar). Also new: Tiny Love Stories, Outdoor Planet, 5-Minute Daily Meditations, Ghost Stories, How to Survive a Zombie Apocalypse, A Year of Good Black News, Farnoosh Torabi’s So Money, and Working from Home. All calendars are 100% recyclable and printed on FSC-certified paper with pages that double as notepaper.

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Tiny Love Stories (the book)

PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS
FSC-certified paper • Ship: July
Two color throughout • 320 sheets
Box size: 5 5/16” × 5 5/16” × 1 1/8”
Page size: 5 1/8” × 5 1/8”
Gift-boxed
SPECIAL NOTE: Page-A-Day calendars are available in a variety of displays (see page 82).

TINY LOVE STORIES CALENDAR
Edited by Daniel Jones
It’s inspiring to behold the range of feelings that can be conveyed in 100 words or less. Introducing a brand-new calendar published in conjunction with the book of the same name, releasing in December 2020 by Artisan. Created by the editors of the beloved New York Times column “Modern Love” and based on the popular “Tiny Love Stories” offshoot, this calendar features six true love stories each week. When the Times calls for submissions, the editors simply say: “Tell us your love story. Just keep it really short.” The results are surprising, delightful, funny, relatable, heartwarming (or heartbreaking), and always poignant. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• A handpicked collection of 100-word love stories from the beloved New York Times column “Modern Love”
• Edited by Daniel Jones, longtime “Modern Love” editor and author of Tiny Love Stories: True Tales of Love in 100 Words or Less
• For anyone who has loved, lost, stalked an ex on social media, or pined for true romance
• nytimes.com/tinylovestories

Modern Love in miniature

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1393-2 • No. 101393
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. FSC is a registered trademark of Forest Stewardship Council, A.C.
TINY LOVE STORIES illustrations © 2020 by Brian Rea.
THE NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD CALENDAR
Edited by Will Shortz

The New York Times Crossword was first published during World War II as a way to entertain war-weary readers, and it’s known for unparalleled editorial standards, smart constructions, and an array of themes. This calendar offers dedicated daily puzzles edited by Will Shortz—New York Times Crossword editor, NPR puzzlemaster, and the only person in the world to have a degree in enigmatology (the study of puzzles). As in the newspaper, the week begins with the easiest puzzles and they become progressively more challenging. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The popular puzzle calendar is back for another year
- Edited by renowned New York Times crossword master Will Shortz
- Difficulty increases Monday to Saturday, with answers on the reverse
- Bonus: Get one month free of full digital access to New York Times Games (which includes the Crossword)

THE NEW YORK TIMES MINI CROSSWORD CALENDAR
Joel Fagliano

The New York Times Mini Crossword launched in 2014 as a smart, bite-sized challenge. This new calendar features a whole year of Mini crosswords, each solvable in just a minute or two. They’re perfect for crossword beginners or experienced solvers who enjoy wordplay during the breaks in their day. Answers are on the reverse side of each page. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- More than 300 pint-size puzzles that are quick and challenging
- Edited by Joel Fagliano, digital puzzle editor at The New York Times
- A fun gift for beginner solvers and any puzzle lover
- Bonus: Get one month free of full digital access to New York Times Games (which includes the Mini Crossword)
GAMES & PUZZLES TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG CALENDAR

Use it or lose it! That’s the secret to keeping your mind young. Returning after its successful debut, Games & Puzzles to Keep Your Brain Young delivers a year of entertaining mental workouts that take just a few minutes each day—and that literally help regrow your brain cells. Each of these lively puzzles is designed to target vital cognitive functions through word games, logic conundrums, trivia questions, and more. Apply your mind, have fun, and build up your gray matter—at any age. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The brain-building calendar returns after an excellent debut
- From the founder of never2old4games.com and author of the book series with 500,000 copies in print
- Challenges, riddles, and brainteasers that target six cognitive functions
- For the millions of readers age 50 and up

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1323-9 • No. 101323
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1051-1

THE ORIGINAL SUDOKU CALENDAR

The Editors at Nikoli

There is Sudoku—and then there’s Sudoku from Nikoli, the Japanese masters who invented the game. It’s not only the original, it’s also the best, now with 3 million books and calendars sold. Every puzzle is crafted by a human—not spit out by a computer—so putting pencil to paper is like going one-on-one against a Sudoku master for a challenge that balances toughness with an elegant solvability, giving you a real sense of satisfaction when you find the solution. The calendar features easier puzzles on the weekends and increases the difficulty level over the course of the week. Answers are printed on the back of each page. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The 1.8-million-copy bestseller from Nikoli, “the world’s most prolific wellspring of logic games and brainteasers” —New York Times
- The original, the best, the only handmade Sudoku
- Nikoli calendars and books have more than 3 million copies in print
- 365 all-new puzzles, with two puzzles every weekend, all ranked by difficulty
- Answers on the reverse side of each page
- For every Sudoku lover

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1216-4 • No. 101216
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0887-7
MENSA® 365 BRAIN PUZZLERS CALANDAR
Fraser Simpson

A calendar that’s not for the (intellectually) faint of heart. Sanctioned by Mensa, the internationally famous high-IQ society, **365 Brain Puzzlers** delivers a year of cranial conundrums designed to push your neurons to the limit. It’s like boot camp for your brain, with a devilishly tough mix of word puzzles, logic challenges, number problems, and more. A set of 20 numbers sums to 85. Each number of the set is first increased by 4, then multiplied by 6, then decreased by 8. What is the sum of the numbers in the new set?* If you’re stumped, you can find the answer on the reverse side of each page. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• The 2.6-million-copy bestseller that puzzle enthusiasts return to year after year
• Includes 365 brain-scratching challenges that are both fun to solve and tough enough to make you sweat
• Secret numbers, pangrams, logic puzzles, sequences, word scrambles and ladders, mini Sudoku, and more
• Stumped? Answers and explanations on the reverse side
• An official Mensa calendar

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1324-6 • No. 101324
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0856-3

MENSA® 10-MINUTE CROSSWORD PUZZLES CALENDAR
Edited by Stanley Newman

Begin every day with a short but high-intensity mental workout. The perfect accompaniment to your morning joe, the crosswords in this calendar are tough enough to be sanctioned by Mensa—the international high-IQ society—but designed to be completed in ten minutes or less. Veteran crossword editor Stanley Newman is an expert at collecting puzzles with the perfect balance of difficulty and fun, covering a range of subjects that include pop culture, politics, sports, science, and more. In case you need a little help, solutions are printed on the reverse side of each page. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• Fourteenth successful season
• Hundreds of Mensa-sanctioned word puzzles designed to be solvable in ten minutes
• From puzzle master Stanley Newman
• Solutions are printed on the reverse side
• The gift for word nerds and crossword puzzle addicts
• An official Mensa calendar

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1325-3 • No. 101325
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year's ISBN: 978-1-5235-0857-0
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6322-0
A YEAR OF GOOD BLACK NEWS CALENDAR

Lori Lakin Hutcherson

Black people have always been innovating, striving, and succeeding, but many of their flowers are still long overdue. That’s why one Black History month is clearly not enough! From the editors of Good Black News—a 100 percent volunteer-run website dedicated to bringing the world positive news and human interest stories about Black people—here’s a chance to celebrate Black humor, creativity, inspiration, and achievement all year long. Learn about Henry “Box” Brown, who literally mailed himself from slavery to freedom. Marvel at the amazing feats of world champion gymnast Simone Biles. Plus uplifting stories of Black firsts, quotes, anecdotes, and trivia: For which movie did Denzel Washington win the Academy Award for Best Actor? (Training Day.) Truly a calendar full of joy that will give you life every day of the week. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• Vibrant, witty, and overflowing with Black Excellence!
• Written by Lori Lakin Hutcherson, editor-in-chief of GoodBlackNews.org (100k+ followers across social media)
• Feel-good facts about more than mainstream Black history and hardship—stories of invention, success, and triumph
• Includes trivia, quizzes, and quotes with recurring themes to uplift and inspire

Uplifting quotes to inspire and empower

Trivia and positive stories from past and present

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1429-8 • No. 101429
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Farnoosh Torabi is an award-winning personal finance strategist. Her So Money podcast has more than 14 million downloads, she’s a columnist for O, The Oprah Magazine, and she appears regularly on The Today Show, Good Morning America, The View, and Live with Kelly. Now, in So Money the calendar, Torabi’s incredibly engaged audience can find even more of the finance guru’s wisdom. Every day, So Money features a tip, nugget of inspiration, or fact that’s designed to help readers stay on the right path when it comes to their finances. Whether the topic is wills, mortgages, saving for retirement, debt management, or supporting aging parents, this is advice you can trust. It’s about creating a secure financial future, one day at a time. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- A trove of easy-to-implement money-management strategies, tips, and guidance
- From a trusted name in personal finance, with more than 1,000 episodes of the So Money podcast and 14 million downloads
- Includes advice and quotes from So Money podcast guests, including Queen Latifah, Barbara Corcoran, and Deepak Chopra
- Author is the financial columnist for O, The Oprah Magazine and a contributing editor to NextAdvisor
- podcast.farnoosh.tv

Learn to make your money work for you

JUST BUY THE LATTE.

Life’s Short.

Quit feeling guilty about your pleasures, as long as it’s mindful spending and not just mindless spending. Plan your budgeting and see how much money you can save by spending wisely. The more you save, the more you can spend on what you really need.

Learn on the go.

A financial planner or a coach who can help you make the right financial decisions. Using a financial coach can help you make the right financial decisions. Using a financial coach can help you make the right financial decisions.
The pandemic sent millions home to work, to face a completely new reality of doing their jobs without the routine, structure, support, or even daily provisions of an office. And none of it is going away soon—at least of all, the old reality of office life. Here to help everyone to WFH, whether it’s a blessing or struggle or somewhere in between, Working from Home is a year of inspiration, practical advice, and upbeat motivational tips. Did you know that research shows that doodling during long phone calls does not distract you, but actually enhances your ability to stay focused? Or that eyestrain and fatigue can be reduced by periodically looking out a window, and hand stress injuries prevented with a few simple exercises? Plus tips for working productively side-by-side with spouses, kids, and even pets, how to stay connected to coworkers and the world at large, and pithy quotes: “We think, mistakenly, that success is the amount of time we put in at work, instead of the quality of time we put in.”—Arianna Huffington. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Because the office will never be the same—and that’s probably a good thing
- Genius tips and hacks for improving creativity, productivity, and work-life balance while working remotely
- The smart gift for friends and colleagues—and your home office

Inspirational quotes to help you through the busiest days

Hacks and tips for efficient and productive WFH
A YEAR OF TRUE CRIME CALENDAR

For Law & Order addicts and crime podcast junkies, this is the national bestselling calendar that indulges all of our guilty pleasures, all year round. Learn the sordid stories behind headlines like “Headless Body Found in Topless Bar.” Trace the terrifying careers of notorious serial killers like the Vampire of Düsseldorf, who had a peculiar penchant for the blood of his victims. Plus trivia, True Crime Quizzes, inspirational survivor stories, the best Netflix and Chill(ing) documentaries to keep you up at night, weirder-than-fiction crimes, and life lessons for would-be criminals: If you don’t want to get caught, do not get a tattoo detailing your crime in exhaustive detail. Busted! Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Hugely popular—for fans of Believed, 74 Seconds, Root of Evil, and Monster
- Young women are the biggest true crime buffs (Business Insider, March 27, 2016)
- All the harrowing details—infamous cases, twisted cults, serial killers, unidentified victims, and incredible survivor stories
- With spine-tingling photographs, quizzes, and quotes

Stranger than fiction: a year of the best true crime stories from around the world

Forensic facts will sharpen your sleuthing skills!

Must-watch recommendations for the true crime fanatic

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1250-8 • No. 101250
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
HOW TO SURVIVE A ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE CALENDAR

Scott Kenemore

People are fascinated by zombies—as evidenced by eleven seasons of The Walking Dead and the perennial popularity of zombie films. But if the undead were to actually come shuffling down your street, would you know what to do? From author Scott Kenemore, horror novelist and member of the advisory board to the Zombie Research Society, here is a tongue-in-cheek calendar filled with tips and survival strategies, plus fascinating trivia to keep zombie fans entertained. The hordes are coming—will you be ready?

Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The bloodthirsty new calendar with over-the-top hacks and tactics to survive the flesh-eating dead
- Zombies are synonymous with the apocalypse and ubiquitous in video games, novels, movies, and television shows
- Scott Kenemore is the author of the Zen of Zombie series of humor/satire books, and the novel Zombie, Ohio
- Illustrated
- The perfect gift for the zombie fan in your life

Tongue-in-cheek, but helpful, advice for surviving the apocalypse

Fascinating trivia and zombies in pop culture

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1385-7 • No. 101385
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Who can resist a good ghost story? Not many, if the success of the genre is any indication. The Ghost Hunters TV series has lasted 13 seasons, and there are innumerable other successful shows, podcasts, and movies to feed people’s love for a good fright. From ghost story—obsessed writer Karen Sneider, A Year of Ghost Stories is a brand-new calendar packed day after day with creepy myths, mystical folklore, urban legends, and hair-raising first-person accounts. Learn about scary specters, like the ghost with an ax in his head who will chase you through the Colorado wilderness. Or friendly phantoms, like a ghost horse who warns boats in danger of wrecking. Plus all about séances, profiles of professional ghost hunters and famous spirits, and ghosts in literature and entertainment. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- A positively ectoplasmic new calendar, crawling with hauntings, haints, and wraiths of every stripe and disposition
- Ghoulish stories from all over the globe, plus ghosts in literature, folklore, movies, comic books, and more
- 45 percent of US adults believe in ghosts*, and 18 percent of Americans believe they have seen or otherwise encountered one**

Profiles of famous spirits, quotes, all about séances, and more

*2019 YouGov survey
**2009 Pew Research Center report
5-MINUTE DAILY MEDITATIONS CALENDAR

Sah D’Simone

In this time of collective anxiety and uncertainty, it’s no surprise that people have been turning to meditation to find peace of mind. Downloads of meditation apps have surged, and YouTube reported a 40 percent increase in daily views of meditation videos. Introducing a different approach—a brand-new calendar featuring 5-minute meditations to help readers get centered, focused, and in the right headspace to take on each day.

Meditation teacher Sah D’Simone, author of 5-Minute Daily Meditations and Spiritually Sassy, leads a heart-based healing movement rooted in tried-and-true techniques and infused with joy and authenticity. In these powerful meditations, he addresses the struggles and emotions we all face and illuminates a path to enlightenment and inner calm every day. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- A joyful calendar with tangible practices from the author of Spiritually Sassy and 5-Minute Daily Meditations
- Short and accessible meditations that speak to the most common problems, hardships, and emotions that we face on a daily basis
- Author has an engaged readership, both in print and online, and a significant social media following
- For seekers who celebrate diversity, authenticity, and freedom both in life and on the spiritual path

A YEAR OF GRATITUDE CALENDAR

A Network for Grateful Living

No matter what’s happening in the world around us, there are always reasons to be grateful. Inspired by the book Everyday Gratitude by A Network for Grateful Living—a global nonprofit organization that promotes mindful gratitude—this calendar features a year of quotes, prompts to inspire contemplation, and Gratefulness Practices to lift your spirits. Write down your most meaningful experiences and keep them in a jar to reflect on later. Rather than look externally, tap into the happiness inside you. And ponder wise words from wise people, including Ralph Ellison: “Nothing, storm or flood, must get in the way of our need for light and ever more and brighter light. The truth is the light and light is the truth.” Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Like a gratitude journal in a calendar—reminds us that life is a gift
- Inspiring quotes accompanied by prompts for contemplation and self-discovery, plus gratefulness practices and creative meditations
- gratefulness.org

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Everyday Gratitude: A Magnetic Monthly Calendar (see page 60)
A Year of Self-Love Calendar
Tanya Carroll Richardson

A daily reminder to nurture your spirit and empower self-growth.

From spiritual and self-help author Tanya Carroll Richardson, A Year of Self-Love is the calendar that delivers a healing message on every page, along with a concrete action to apply it to your life.

Today’s Message: “My packaging is amazingly unique! I don’t look exactly like anyone else—and I’m learning to love that.”

Today’s Action: “Today I’ll send love to a part of my body that is aching or that I have rejected in the past. That loving energy spreads through me and out into the world, creating a loving path before me.”

Relearn to love yourself, one day at a time.

Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Empower yourself, motivate yourself, love yourself—gently and unconditionally
- From spiritual and self-help author Tanya Carroll Richardson
- A year of personal growth through affirming messages and concrete actions

A Prayer for Every Day Calendar
Edited by David Schiller

Prayers of inspiration, prayers of hope, prayers of compassion, prayers of healing and strength. And: “Thou art He that beareth the burdens of the universe; help me to bear the little burden of this life.”—Swami Vivekananda.

Adapted from the comforting bestseller The Little Book of Prayers, with more than 400,000 copies in print, this calendar harnesses the power of prayer to deliver a daily moment of contemplation and spiritual affirmation. The prayers are culled from diverse faiths and cultural traditions, but all are rich in wisdom and unwavering faith.

“Let me fall if I must. The one I will become will catch me.”—Baal Shem Tov.

Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- A calendar of hope and inspiration adapted from The Little Book of Prayers
- Short but powerful prayers that encourage meditation, every day of the year
- A welcome gift for the spiritually hungry
A YEAR OF ZEN CALENDAR
Edited by David Schiller

“We must unlearn the constellations to see the stars.” —Jack Gilbert

Every day, it’s the pleasure of a fresh perspective, a moment of beauty, a glimpse of a simple but powerful truth to inspire meditation and reflection. Based on the bestselling book, and now with more than 1.2 million calendars in print, the A Year of Zen calendar features hundreds of quotes, koans, parables, and mondos from East and West, from ancient sages and modern thinkers. The zen of Marcel Duchamp: “There is no solution because there is no problem.” The zen of Zhuang Zhou: “Happiness is the absence of striving for happiness.” And the zen of the Dalai Lama: “Remember that sometimes not getting what you want is a wonderful stroke of luck.” Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- New cover look
- 1.2 million copies in print
- A surprising and accessible collection of wisdom, both Eastern and Western
- A daily spiritual wake-up call, with hundreds of quotes, koans, parables, and poems
- Adapted from the bestselling book, now in a new edition

THE BEST OF FOR WOMEN WHO DO TOO MUCH CALENDAR
Anne Wilson Schaef

This is the best of the perennially bestselling calendar—now celebrating 3.8 million copies in print—that’s like having a good friend who’s always available to listen, offer support, and provide inspiration and empathy. The calendar that knows you should strive for your best self, not perfection. Seek wisdom from your daydreams. That tells you “Don’t forget to breathe!” and reminds you of the healing powers of sleep. And offers voices of women who have important things to say: “When I dare to be powerful, to use my strength in the service of my vision, then it becomes less and less important whether I’m afraid.” —Audre Lorde. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- A perennial gem, with lifetime sales of 3.8 million copies
- Classic examples of daily encouragement to slow down and remember what truly matters in life
- The gift for women everywhere—moms, wives, daughters, and friends
365 NEW WORDS-A-YEAR CALENDAR
Compiled by Merriam-Webster

Now with 7.3 million copies in print, 365 New Words-A-Year belongs on the desktops of students, writers, crossword lovers, and anyone with a gust for language. (Yes, gust—look it up!) The paradigm of word calendars, with hundreds of good-to-know terms selected by the editors at Merriam-Webster, it adds panache to your vocabulary with fun words (lollapalooza: one that is extraordinarily impressive), scientific words (bioturbation: the restructuring of sedimentary deposits by moving organisms), mythological words (dragon’s teeth: seeds of strife), and more. In addition to a definition, each entry includes a pronunciation guide, sample sentence, and fascinating word history. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- 7.3 million copies sold
- The inimitable word calendar from the insuperable language experts at Merriam-Webster
- Includes definition, pronunciation, sample sentences, and detailed provenance
- For word lovers, students, crossword addicts, Scrabble buffs, and amateur etymologists

UNFORGETTABLE SENIOR MOMENTS CALENDAR
Tom Friedman

This is the hilarious and eminently relatable calendar that celebrates the golden years with quotes, jokes, and real-life anecdotes of senioritis in action. Like Hungarian mathematician Paul Erdos, who met his good friend Elliot Mendelson at a conference, asked him where he was from, and remarked, “Oh, then you must know my good friend Elliot Mendelson.” Warning labels for the truly absentminded, like “May irritate eyes” on a can of self-defense pepper spray. Plus Confusion in the Court, Scatterbrained Signs for the Ages, and fascinating facts: Did you know a Norwegian study of 44,000 people found that women have better memories than men? Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Eighth successful year
- Compulsively readable—full of hilarious mental bloopers of poets, presidents, philosophers, and Nobel Prize winners
- Adapted from the 480,000-copy bestselling book
- Great retirement or milestone gift for anyone of a certain age

The perfect gift for What’s-His-Name!
OUTDOOR PLANET CALENDAR

Whether you’re a committed outdoorsperson or a nature newbie, this brand-new illustrated calendar will immerse you in the pleasures of the wilderness—even if only in your imagination. All year long, Outdoor Planet transports the reader with tributes to beloved activities, from hiking to skiing to sailing to foraging and more. You’ll learn the amazing stories behind Record Breakers and Outdoor Legends. Get Tips & Tricks and Gear Up advice for your next foray into nature. Plus Trails of the World, National Parks and other awesome destinations, unbelievable-but-true Survival Stories, Urban Nature, and quotes. It’s the wilderness made inspirational, accessible, and exhilarating. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- A lively, authoritative calendar packed with smart, simple tips and tricks for everything outdoors related
- From skiing and snowboarding to fishing and foraging and everything in between
- Includes Record Breakers, Trails of the World, Outdoor Legends, Survival Stories, Urban Nature, and more
- Beautiful photos
- Perfect for everyone from novices to boondockers

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1392-5 • No. 101392
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

Ships: July • Two color throughout
THE 365 STUPIDEST THINGS EVER SAID CALENDAR
Ross and Kathryn Petras

A hilarious daily gaffe, malapropism, or other face-palm moment, provided by entertainers, athletes, business leaders, politicians, and other prominent people who unfortunately decided to speak their minds. Fraction-challenged golfers ("Half excitement, half relief, and the other half I don’t know"—Phil Mickelson). Tough-on-crime leaders ("In Sweden, it is forbidden by law to be a criminal."—Swedish politician Annie Lööf). Plus failures in proofreading (BORIS’S BREXIT OPTIONS AS HE GOES PUBLIC AFTER WEEKS IN THE SHADOWS—Daily Mail headline), dumb tourist questions ("Is this island surrounded on three sides by water or by four?"), and what not to say in court ("Defendant: What was it you told me to say when he asked that?"). Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The crème de la crème of humor calendars—more than 4.9 million copies sold
- A fresh new year of inane tweets, government spin, shocking ignorance, foot-in-the-mouth moments, and celebrity airheadedness
- From the celebrated quote collectors Ross and Kathryn Petras

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1347-5 • No. 101347
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0835-8
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-6591-0

THE 365 SMARTEST THINGS EVER SAID! CALENDAR
Ross and Kathryn Petras

“It ain’t what they call you; it’s what you answer to.”
—W. C. Fields

From brother-and-sister quote curators Ross and Kathryn Petras—whose books and calendars have sold more than 6 million copies—this calendar is the uplifting flip side of The 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said, here to restore our faith in humanity with hundreds of quotes filled with wisdom, positivity, strength, and humor. Quotes on failure: "The lower you fall, the higher you’ll fly."—writer Chuck Palahniuk. Quotes on identity: "Life isn’t about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself."—writer George Bernard Shaw. And quotes of inspiration: “Every minute [is] a chance to change the world.”—activist Dolores Huerta. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Now in its sixth successful season, this is the flip side to Ross and Kathryn Petras’s 365 Stupidest Things Ever Said
- Clever, witty, and insightful quotes from artists, writers, Nobel Prize winners, politicians, entrepreneurs, scientists, actors, and thinkers from all walks of life
- The smart gift—for the graduate, for yourself, for a friend

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1346-8 • No. 101346
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0998-0
290 BAD JOKES & 75 PUUNDERFUL PUNS CALENDAR

Keep the whole family in giggles and guffaws with the bestselling clean jokes calendar—now with 4.8 million copies in print. Each day, there’s a pun, knock-knock, silly story, or riddle that’s so bad, it’s hilarious. What did the green grape say to the purple grape? BREATHE! What is invisible and makes strange clucking noises all over your house? A poultrygeist. Plus dad jokes, bar jokes, The Best Medicine, Laughing at the Law, School Daze, and banana jokes: What do you call shoes made out of banana skins? Slippers. You’ll groan, you’ll laugh. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The bestselling joke calendar of all time, with more than 4.8 million copies in print
- Hundreds of dad jokes, puns, riddles, knock-knocks, and other epic one-liners
- Fun for the whole family

365 DAYS OF AMAZING TRIVIA! CALENDAR

Feed your curiosity, surprise your friends, clean up at game night. 365 Days of Amazing Trivia! features hundreds of entertaining questions and answers for trivia hounds. Movie trivia: What film contains the iconic line “Fasten your seatbelts. It’s going to be a bumpy night”? (All About Eve.) Political trivia: Which US president had a daily habit of skinny-dipping in the Potomac River? (Sixth president John Quincy Adams.) Scientific trivia: How much would a 200-pound person weigh on the dwarf planet of Pluto? (13.4 pounds.) Plus sports trivia, music trivia, literary trivia, and more. Don’t know the answer? That’s okay—it’s printed on the back of the page. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The world’s bestselling trivia calendar, with more than 4.9 million copies sold
- Every day, fascinating factoids to boost your knowledge
- It’s all here—history, pop culture, science, geography, sports, literature, and more
- Answers on the reverse side of each page
- For insatiable trivia buffs and quiz game devotees
A YEAR OF GOOD BEER CALENDAR
Amahl Turczyn

America’s bestselling beer calendar—now with 1.3 million copies in print—is back with a year of fantastic recommendations for every season and occasion. Crack open an Amra Mango IPA, boasting a lush fruitiness perfectly balanced by its dry finish. Or the New Glarus Flanders Sour, with mouthwatering tartness, malt, and hints of chocolate for a stellar interpretation of a classic style. Plus Craft Ingredients, Beer Trivia, fabulous food pairings, Dogfish Head Mixed Media and other brews to win over your wine-drinking friends, and Winston Churchill’s strong words on Prohibition: “An affront to the whole history of mankind.” (We agree.)

Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• 1.3 million in lifetime sales
• A year of fantastic recommendations, plus beer trivia
• Craft brewery reviews, new hop varieties, beer quotes, classic beer games, food pairings, and more
• Former craft brewer Amahl Turczyn is a freelance editor for Zymurgy and The New Brewer
• Illustrated throughout
• The gift for beer geeks

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1226-3 • No. 101226
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0879-2

THE OFFICIAL 365 SPORTS FACTS-A-YEAR CALENDAR

The perennial bestseller with more than 6.3 million copies sold, 365 Sports Facts-A-Year feeds the die-hard fan’s passion with a daily fact, stat, or great moment in sports history. Relive the triumphs, the rivalries, the routs, the rush of adrenaline of cheering on your team. Yao Ming faces Shaq for the first time—and prevails, helping lead the Rockets to a 108–104 overtime win. George Foreman upsets titleholder Joe Frazier with six knockdowns in two rounds. Just 17 years old, polio survivor Tenley Albright becomes the first American woman to win Olympic figure skating gold. Plus quotes and trivia: Who was the first female jockey to win a Triple Crown race? Julie Krone, riding Colonial Affair to victory at the 1993 Belmont Stakes. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• More than 6.3 million copies sold
• The only boxed calendar featuring all sports
• The gift for die-hard sports fans

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1306-2 • No. 101306
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0881-5
A YEAR OF FOOTBALL TRIVIA!
CALENDAR

Jeff Marcus

The calendar that’s as crazy about football as the craziest fan, celebrating the game with a packed year of stats, unbeatable records, larger-than-life personalities, trivia questions, and all things Super Bowl. Famous Firsts: Which teams played in the first Super Bowl on January 15, 1967, and who won? (Green Bay beat Kansas City, 35–10.) Dubious Distinctions, including Bears’ kicker Cody Parkey’s infamous “double doink” miss that led to Chicago’s 16–15 playoff loss to Philadelphia. Plus College Ball, Legendary Games, League Leaders, Notable Coaches, Football and Culture, and quotes: “Success isn’t owned, it’s leased. And rent is due every day.”—J. J. Watt.

Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• An obsessive year of stats, lore, unexpected trivia, plus Draft History, League Leaders, College Ball, Immortal Records, and more
• By Jeff Marcus, author of the All-Time, All-Team Pro Football Quiz
• Trivia answers are printed on the reverse of each page
• The stocking stuffer for gridiron fanatics

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1308-6 • No. 101308
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0883-9

A YEAR OF BASEBALL TRIVIA!
CALENDAR

Kenneth Shouler

The obsessive calendar for the obsessive fan, A Year of Baseball Trivia! is packed with trivia, stats, and fun. World Series: Who was the only Dodger to hit more than one homer in the 1953 World Series? (Jim Gilliam.) Team History: Who are the 1940s shortstop, second baseman, and center fielder depicted with Ted Williams in the Teammates statue outside Fenway Park? (Johnny Pesky, Bobby Doerr, and Dom DiMaggio.) Plus Hall of Fame, Baseball Oddities, Dubious Distinctions—including LaMarr Hoyt, the one pitcher to win a Cy Young Award (1983) only to lead the league in losses the following year—and quotes: “Love is the most important thing in the world but baseball is pretty good too.”—Yogi Berra. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• Packed with trivia, stats, Team History, Dubious Distinctions, and quotes from the greats
• By the author of The Major League Baseball Book of Fabulous Facts and Awesome Trivia
• Feeds the baseball fan’s obsession all year long

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1307-9 • No. 101307
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Two color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0882-2
UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER®
CALENDAR
The Bathroom Readers’ Institute

For the 68 percent of Americans who admit to reading in the bathroom, this is the hugely popular calendar—1.5 million copies sold!—adapted from the hilarious and wonderfully wacky book series. Indulge your curiosity with a year of offbeat factoids, weird stories, and other quirky thoughts to ponder while on the throne. Obscure vocabulary words, like pogonophobe (someone who’s afraid of beards). Absorbing questions, including why toilet paper is white (for the same reason toilets are white: It seems and feels “cleaner” than the natural tan color it is before bleaching). Plus, the origin of strip malls—did you know they were originally designed in Los Angeles as drive-in markets? Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• Extremely popular—1.5 million copies sold
• An absorbing year of amazing facts, history, humor, origins, fads, and more
• Inspired by the Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader book series (with more than 15 million copies sold)
• For throne sitters everywhere

KEEP CALM AND CARRY ON
CALENDAR

Inspired by the succinct but powerful British poster, it’s the chin-up, stay-positive calendar of quotes and sayings packed with inspiration, wisdom, and strength. “A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.”—John A. Shedd. “Better to live one day as a tiger than a thousand years as a sheep.”—Indian proverb. And: “The time is always right to do what’s right.”—Martin Luther King Jr. Approach every day with gusto and optimism. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• A calendar to keep spirits up in difficult times
• Everyday positivity, gumption, and chin-up attitude, with quotes to motivate and embolden spirits
• Inspired by the iconic poster designed to boost Britain’s national morale during World War II

PAGE-A-DAY® calendars

BATHROOM READER® is a registered trademark of The Bathroom Readers’ Press. All rights reserved.
COLOR PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS

Let’s just cut to the chase: The Color Page-A-Day Calendar line is a powerhouse, boasting some of the most beloved and bestselling titles in the business, led by 365 Cats, Workman’s #1 calendar overall with 10.5 million copies in print. The collection’s themes are diverse and engaging, the authorship authoritative, and the editorial and production standards uncompromising. These are calendars that speak to people’s obsessions with dazzling visual impact—making each delightful title a jolt of pure joy and passion for the desktop. All 100% recyclable and printed on FSC-certified paper.

365 BIBLE VERSES-A-YEAR CALENDAR

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.
—Proverbs 31:26

Delivering daily comfort, inspiration, hope, and wisdom, this perennially bestselling calendar—now with more than 5 million copies sold—combines gorgeous, full-color nature photography with the timeless words of the King James Version of the Holy Bible. Romans celebrates faith. Proverbs upholds honor. And Matthew preaches devotion: “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment.” (Matthew 22:37–38). Each day’s entry is quoted chapter and verse and shines with truth. These are words to live by. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• The world’s bestselling Bible calendar, with more than 5 million copies sold
• Each day’s passage from the King James Version of the Holy Bible is accompanied by a full-color nature photograph
• An uplifting gift of hope, praise, and joy

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Illustrated Bible Verses Wall Calendar (see page 68)

COLOR PAGE-A-DAY® CALENDARS
FSC-certified paper
Ships: July
Full color throughout
320 sheets
Box size: 5¼” x 5½” x 1¼”
Page size: 5¼” x 5¼”
Gift boxed
SPECIAL NOTE: Page-A-Day calendars are available in a variety of displays (see page 82).

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1271-3 • No. 101271
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0914-0

PAGE-A-DAY and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
365 CATS CALENDAR

Cue the flourish of trumpets! For more than three decades, the #1 bestselling Page-A-Day calendar and the #1 bestselling calendar overall has been giving cat lovers their daily fix of feline love. Here they are: the sweet, sassy, silly, mischievous, and adorable winners of the 2021 Cat Calendar Contest. A stunning pure black cat with yellow eyes. A sweet ginger in a fuzzy pink hoodie. A family portrait of eleven (!) perfect kittens. A fearless bobtail riding on a canoe. Plus cats in drawers, cats in baskets, cats in hammocks, cats crashing flower arrangements as only cats can. The calendar includes inspiring rescue stories, health and care tips, fascinating cat facts, and quotes that every cat lover will relate to: “In nine lifetimes, you’ll never know as much about your cat as your cat knows about you.”—Michel de Montaigne. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Workman’s #1 calendar overall with more than 10.5 million copies sold
- Starring the winners of the 2021 Cat Calendar Contest
- With inspiring rescue stories, cat trivia, health and care tips, and desk-brightening photos
- Ongoing contest at pageaday.com/contests

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1280-5 • No. 101280
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0859-4

365 DOGS CALENDAR

Just look at these aww-inspiring perky ears, wagging tails, wet noses, and sweet dispositions! 365 Dogs is the calendar that celebrates dogs and all the love they bring into our lives. It’s a yearlong parade of the adorable winners of the 2021 Dog Calendar Contest. Energetic Aussies with stunning blue eyes. Droopy-eared Bassets with irresistibly forlorn expressions. Plus amiable Labradoodles, fluffy Shih Tzus, mixed breeds of all descriptions, and a brave Siberian Husky nose-to-nose with a curious moose. Includes heartwarming rescue stories, canine health and care tips, and quotes: “Many, many words are expressed by a dog’s eyes.”—Dodie Smith, The 101 Dalmations. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- The all-time champ of dog calendars with more than 6 million copies sold
- #3 bestselling Page-A-Day calendar
- Includes health and care tips, breed histories, rescue stories, and quotes
- Ongoing contest at pageaday.com/contests

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1263-8 • No. 101263
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0900-3


1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE® CALENDAR
Patricia Schultz:

See the world—without leaving home. And when you’re ready to travel, you’ll know exactly where to go. Based on 1,000 Places to See Before You Die—the top-selling travel book of all time—this 1.4-million-copy bestselling calendar features hundreds of destinations, adventures, and wonders to inspire the travel lover. India’s Bandhavgarh and Kanha national parks, where you might catch a glimpse of a rare Bengal tiger. Cutting-edge architecture, from the Frank Gehry–designed Fondation Louis Vuitton in Paris to the UAE’s modern-meets-historical Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque. The celebrated wineries of Australia’s Barossa Valley. Plus Traveler in the Know tips. On This Day, quotes, and Global Intelligence quizzes. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• The 1.4-million-copy-plus bestselling calendar that’s like a vacation of a lifetime
• Hundreds of unforgettable destinations and experiences
• Includes Global Intelligence quizzes and Traveler in the Know tips
• For any traveler—actual and armchair

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1341-3 • No. 101341
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0907-2

24 color PAGE-A-DAY® calendars

ATLAS OBSCURA® CALENDAR
Atlas Obscura:

It’s a year of amazing destinations, quirky events, and fascinating global phenomena for travelers, adventurers, and lovers of the offbeat and obscure that’s the expertise of Atlas Obscura, the hugely popular website and #1 New York Times bestselling book. Discover North Carolina’s 400-year-old Mother Vine, believed to be the oldest grapevine in North America. The towering summit of Fanjingshan, the highest peak of the Wuling Mountains—reachable by cable car or an 8,000-step climb. Lincoln, New Hampshire’s ethereal ice castles, composed of icicles formed by water dripping out of specially placed pipes. Plus the Museum of Soviet Arcade Games, a taste of 1920s Shanghai at the Peace Hotel Jazz Bar, and Sri Lanka’s biggest Buddha (reachable through the Tunnel of Hell). Every day is more curious than the last. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• From the intrepid team behind the #1 New York Times bestseller
• Atlasobscura.com has 7 million visitors daily, 1.5 million Facebook fans, and a combined 600,000-person email list
• A lavishly illustrated travel-lover’s calendar of more than 300 eccentric destinations

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1352-9 • No. 101352
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Full color throughout
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0894-5
**RICK STEVES® EUROPE CALENDAR**

Welcome to the real Europe, with Rick Steves as your personal travel guide. Featuring Europe’s most beloved attractions and hidden gems, with history and Rick’s tips and insights, this calendar is a celebration of often-overlooked natural wonders—including Norway’s fjords and glaciers and the fanciful spires of Turkey’s Cappadocia region. Living like a local—hiking the Netherlands, visiting a neighborhood sauna in Finland, Plus Oktoberfest in Munich, cruising the canals of Bruges, hiking the Swiss Alps, and spiritual destinations from Stonehenge to St. Peter’s Basilica. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Europe’s can’t-miss art, sights, and bites, plus Rick’s tips for beating the crowds, skipping lines, and avoiding tourist traps
- Information-rich and packed with more than 300 full-color photographs
- Rick Steves sells 1.5 million guidebooks annually and has 1.4 million unique website visitors each month
- RickSteves.com

**FOR YOUR REFERENCE:** Rick Steves® Europe Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 72)

---

**ORIGAMI CALENDAR**

Margaret Van Sicklen

It’s a bird, a boat, a beautiful lotus flower, a five-tiered pagoda! With just a simple piece of paper—and a fold here, a fold there—see the magic you can create. From origami master Margaret Van Sicklen, the Origami calendar is the 1.2-million-copy bestseller that celebrates the art and the joy of paper-folding with hundreds of creative models for newbies and experienced folders alike, including folds for napkins, for dollar bills, and for other unexpected materials. The ingeniously designed pages are brightly colored and perfectly square to double as folding paper. Each model includes clear, easy-to-follow instructions, and a downloadable “Origami Key” covers base folds, symbols, and other fundamentals.

- More than 1.2 million copies sold
- The hundreds of easy-to-fold models are fun DIY projects
- Patterned, perfectly square pages double as folding paper
- For origami lovers of all ages and skill levels, from novice to master
- Endorsed by OrigamiUSA

---

Copyright © 2021, Rick Steves’ Europe, Inc. Rick Steves’ Europe logos, trademarks, and images are owned by Rick Steves and used with permission.
AUDUBON BIRDS CALENDAR

Brought to you by the National Audubon Society, this calendar is the next best thing to a sighting in the wild. With captivating full-color images of fascinating birds, it features a wide variety of species from all over the world in a diversity of habitats. It’s the ultimate birder bucket list, brought right to your desktop. A Western Tanager warbling on a tree bough. A Black-capped Chickadee alighting on a sunflower. A trio of distinctive King Eiders skimming the water. A close-up portrait of a pink-feathered Lesser Flamingo. And a lone Adélie Penguin framed by a pristine glacier. Captions include scientific and common names. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

• Birding is the second most popular hobby in the US—and driven by dedication to the environment
• Features species from North America and around the world
• Combines exquisite full-color photography with the expertise of the National Audubon Society, known for its work protecting birds and conserving their habitats
• Each image’s caption consists of common and scientific names

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1264-5 • No. 101264
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper
Ships: July • Full color throughout

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Audubon Arctic Wall Calendar (see page 35), Audubon Little Shorebirds Mini Calendar (see page 37), Audubon Songbirds and Other Backyard Birds Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 69)
**CAT TRIVIA CALENDAR**

Cat lovers will purr with delight at a new year of trivia, quizzes, tips, and more, adorably illustrated in full color. True or False: The Cornish Rex breed can be traced back to a single kitten named Kallibunker. (True! Born in 1950 in Cornwall, England, Kallibunker had curly hair due to a genetic mutation.) The Word on Wildcats: Did you know Snow Leopards, found in Central Asia, can leap up to 50 feet? Owner’s Tips, including how to tap into your cat’s hunting instincts with “fetch the kibble.” Plus Name That Breed, Why Does My Cat Do That?, You Gotta Be Kitten Me!, and quotes and sayings, including this Italian proverb: “A cat’s sneezing is a good omen for everyone who hears it.” Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- **So fresh, so lively, so filled with entertainment for cat people**
- **Brimming with fascinating trivia, quizzes, breed information, care tips, and more**
- **Full-color photographs and illustrations throughout**

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1265-2 • No. 101265  
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper  
Ships: July • Full color throughout  
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0905-8

**DOG TRIVIA CALENDAR**

Dog lovers, test your knowledge about man’s best friend. This calendar indulges dog people with a year of canine fun illustrated in full color: trivia, tips, profiles, humor, and more. Know Your Breeds: Did you know that Greyhounds can reach speeds of 45 miles per hour and that at their fastest, their feet touch the ground only a quarter of the time? Notable dogs, including King Edward VII’s Wire Fox Terrier, Caesar, who had his own footman and led the king’s funeral procession. True or False: The Great Pyrenees breed is naturally nocturnal. (True! They were bred as watchdogs to guard shepherds’ flocks at night.) Plus Owner’s Tips and wise words on why we love dogs: “Courage without ferocity, and all the virtues of man without his vices.”—Lord Byron. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- **Packed with fun facts to feed the dog lover’s obsession**
- **Includes Q&As, owner’s tips, quizzes, famous dogs in history, and more**
- **Adorable illustrations and full-color photographs throughout**

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1266-9 • No. 101265  
100% recyclable; printed on FSC-certified paper  
Ships: July • Full color throughout  
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0909-6
TODAY IS GOING TO BE A GREAT DAY! CALENDAR

Every glance is a pick-me-up and a jolt of pure positivity, a celebration of good vibes and good cheer. This calendar delivers what it promises—that every day is going to be a great day. Featuring a daily quote or affirmation, the calendar showcases the work of more than 30 contemporary illustrators for a delightful mix of styles and designs to bring the words vibrantly to life: from “Progress is the law of nature” (Booker T. Washington) to “You are the cat’s meow” to “I love to go wherever I’ve never been before” (Junko Tabei). The pages are designed to be torn off at the end of each day and attached to the wall, creating your very own gallery of inspiration and optimism. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- #6 Page-A-Day calendar
- Hundreds of uplifting quotes in original graphics and hand-lettering by more than 30 contributing artists
- The gift of pure positivity for a friend or relative

Hang pages up for a colorful gallery of energy and joy

It's art, it's inspiration, it's the start-your-day-right calendar gift
YOU ARE DOING A FREAKING GREAT JOB CALENDAR

It’s the calendar of encouragement—every day, You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job will lift you up and keep you motivated with inspiring quotes and sayings, each illustrated with vibrant original graphics. Messages like: “I see you burning that candle at both ends!” “Go home and recharge.” “It will get done.” (It always does.) Or simply: “Be a friend.” Includes self-care tips, goal-setting help, Try This activities, Ask Yourself prompts, and Mantra Mondays: “No matter the task, I will perform it with integrity and care.” Every entry is a breath of fresh positivity. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Mood-lifting, creativity-boosting, purpose-affirming motivation, enhanced by full-color graphics
- Includes “Snap and Share” appreciation cards to give or text to colleagues
- The perfect gift for workmates and friends—and your home office

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job: A Magnetic Monthly Calendar (see page 61)

BAD CAT® CALENDAR

So many cats, so many ways to go off the rails—to hilarious effect. Now with more than 1.7 million copies sold, Bad Cat is the bestselling calendar—based on the New York Times bestselling book—that celebrates the misfits and bad boys of the feline world. And the list of transgressions just goes on: cats extorting money from their owners, cats guzzling margaritas before 5 p.m., cats in inappropriate relationships with squirrels, cats wearing bad hairpieces. Plus rude cats, maniacal cats, controlling cats, Who’s Who in Bad Cats, Bad Cat Diet Tips, Bad Cat Secrets, and Bad Cat Early Warning Signs. Printed on FSC-certified paper and 100% recyclable.

- Hilariously fun, and insanely successful—more than 1.7 million copies sold
- Weekly contest at pageaday.com/contests

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
Bad Cat Wall Calendar (see page 67)
PAGE-A-DAY® GALLERY CALENDARS

Uncompromisingly top of the line, the Page-A-Day Gallery Calendar collection brings the quality of a fine art book right to your desktop. Which means: gorgeously shot and reproduced photographs, the use of FSC-certified heavy-stock paper, and a unique, elegant, and giftable clear plastic display. The lineup for 2022 features five sumptuous and perennially strong-selling titles for art aficionados (Art), lovers of the outdoors (Nature), animal people (Cat and Dog), and fashionistas (the obsessive and always covetable Shoes). All of this passion and take-your-breath-away beauty is a remarkable value at just $18.99.

SHOES GALLERY CALENDAR

Shoe lovers, indulge your obsession. Fantasize about stepping out in Aminah Abdul Jillil’s exquisite “Tuxedo” sandal with crystal-studded bow. Or Ganor Dominic’s calf-hair mule with mask-embossed vamp and jeweled buckle. Or a classic Terry de Havilland suede and leather appliqué platform pump. Plus funky sneakers, outrageous boots, and shoes that are pure art, like Carolin Holzhuber’s “Symbiosis” cantilevered mules. Adapted from Linda O’Keefe’s internationally bestselling book, this calendar is a tribute to the world’s most amazing footwear, gorgeously photographed and reproduced in full color. Plus, the chance to win a pair of Marlou Browaeys shoes—visit pageaday.com/contests to enter! Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The totally chic 1.2-million-copy seller
- Day after day of fabulous footwear photographed in exquisite detail
- Win a pair of Marlou Browaeys shoes! Go to pageaday.com/contests to enter

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: 365 Days of Shoes Picture-A-Day® Wall Calendar (see page 74)

PAGE-A-DAY® and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
ART GALLERY CALENDAR

It’s like having a gallery on your desk, featuring a year of masterpieces that are gorgeously photographed and reproduced in full color to the standards of a fine art book. There’s Titian’s Venus and Adonis. William Marsh’s photographic portrait of Abraham Lincoln. The landscape paintings of Wang Hui. Plus African masks, Japanese woodblock prints, musical instruments, textiles, sculpture, decorative arts, and more. The pieces range from the ancient to the contemporary and represent a diversity of cultural backgrounds and traditions. It’s the next best thing to spending the day wandering through your favorite museum. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• Every day an artful escape
• Hundreds of masterpieces, from painting to textiles, sculpture to photography
• Features a diverse and international selection, drawn from the ancient to the contemporary
• Cover features Vermeer’s Girl with a Pearl Earring
• A thrilling collection for the art lover

CAT GALLERY CALENDAR

Hugely successful—Workman’s third bestselling calendar overall—Cat Gallery is a tribute to the unparalleled beauty and elegance of its feline subjects, offering a year of portraits, in both black-and-white and color, which capture the beguiling combination of independence, attitude, and grace that cat people just can’t resist. A calico leaping through ancient Greek ruins. A white cat with a black “mask” gazing off into the distance. A sweet gray kitten peeking through its kitty door. And a fluffy Persian with an expression that says “Spoil me.” The hundreds of images are enhanced by charming captions and quotes. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The #1 Gallery, with more than 1.4 million copies sold
- Hundreds of beautiful feline portraits that capture the beauty, grace, and spirit of the cat
- An exceptional gift for the cat lover

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1285-0 • No. 101285
FSC-certified paper • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0892-1

DOG GALLERY CALENDAR

The delightful wrinkles and expressive eyes of an English Bulldog. An elegant Papillon, all ears. A gorgeous Spaniel on a mountain ridge. A Beagle eager to play. And a Boston Terrier bouncing through the snow. Dog Gallery is the bestselling calendar that captures each of its subjects’ beauty and distinctive canine charisma. On every page is a stunning portrait, in black and white or color, that will speak to the dog lover’s soul. Accompanying the photographs are charming captions, quotes, and sayings: “God went forth to create the world, and he took his dog with him.”—Kato Indian creation story. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Fifth bestselling calendar overall
- Labrador Retrievers, German Shepherds, the classic French Bulldog, all brimming over with personality
- The most delightful gift for the dog lover

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1227-0 • No. 101227
FSC-certified paper • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0897-6
AUDUBON NATURE GALLERY CALENDAR

A stunning combination: The exquisite photography and uncompromising production standards of the gallery calendar format married to the most transporting flora, fauna, and other wonders of nature from all around planet Earth. A hippo and her baby peer out from the water at South Africa’s Kruger National Park. Ponderosa pines sprout precariously from deep canyons at New Mexico’s Kasha-Katuwe Tent Rocks National Monument. Punch Bowl Falls pours into the impossibly clear water of the Columbia River Gorge. And a pair of Arctic Terns soar over a field of yellow buttercups. It’s a true gift for nature lovers—a wilderness escape, every day. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• From Audubon, one of the nation’s best-known conservation organizations
• Hundreds of photographs showcasing planet Earth at its most breathtaking
• The gift for the discerning nature lover

ISBN: 978-1-5235-1282-9 • No. 101282
FSC-certified paper • Ships: July

Dun Briste sea stack, Ireland

Red columbine, Willamette National Forest, Oregon

Frigate birds, Galápagos Islands, Ecuador

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: The Audubon Collection (see pages 34–37)
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

As one of the nation’s best-known conservation organizations, Audubon has been working to protect birds and the places they need for more than a century by making people part of the solution. Audubon engages locally on the ground in every state with 450 chapters and reaches millions of people each year through its website and app, magazine readership, and growing social media footprint.

Embodying the society’s mission for more than two decades is the Audubon Calendar program with its gorgeously photographed and expertly written titles. The list for 2022 features eight calendars total, from Audubon Engagement—the cornerstone of the program—to a family of titles to thrill the nation’s 45 million birders. Plus, announcing the brand-new Audubon Arctic—a breathtaking photographic tribute to this beautiful and fragile region—and Little Shorebirds. The calendars are printed on FSC-certified paper, and every purchase helps support the National Audubon Society.

AUDUBON ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR

With more than 2.2 million in lifetime sales, Audubon Engagement is the cornerstone of the Audubon calendar program and a tribute to nature’s most amazing creatures and magnificent natural wonders as captured by top wildlife photographers. Sunlight streams through a forest mist in Rincon de la Vieja National Park, Costa Rica. Crashing waves wash over rocks at Big Sur’s Pfeiffer Beach. And an iridescent Regal sunbird seeks nectar from bright orange lilies. The practical write-in grids are spacious enough for you to jot down all your appointments, notes, and thoughts. Week after week, it’s a celebration of nature’s beauty and power to inspire. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The multimillion-copy seller and the centerpiece of the Audubon program
- Exquisite photography, informative text, generous weekly grids, and Wire-O binding for ease of use
- Joint promotion on Audubon social channels

Full-color photographs throughout; 128 pages; 6¾" × 9¼"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1283-6 • No. 101283
FSC-certified paper
Wire-O bound/Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0869-3
AUDUBON ARCTIC CALENDAR

Introducing a breathtaking new addition to the perennially successful Audubon calendar collection: Audubon Arctic, celebrating one of the most intact ecosystems in North America. It is a crucial habitat for 47 land and marine mammal species and more than 200 species of birds that migrate there from all 50 states and six continents. A colorful King Eider duck swims on calm waters. Dall sheep rest on a craggy hill, surrounded by towering mountains. Moose wander a boundless prairie. The aurora borealis shimmers across an impossibly vast sky. Many of the photographs were taken in Audubon’s own Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska. Captions include information about the featured species and Audubon’s fight to protect the land from oil drilling and other industrial threats.

- A photographic journey into the heart of the pristine and imperiled Arctic, home to more than 200 species of birds and 47 land and marine mammal species
- The Arctic is warming faster than anywhere on Earth, at more than twice the rate of the global average
- Captions include information about Audubon’s fight to protect the land from oil drilling and other industrial threats
- For every wildlife lover concerned about climate change

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1443-4 • No. 101443
FSC-certified paper
Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
AUDUBON BIRDS IN THE GARDEN CALENDAR

With every glance, a delightful up-close sighting—a Ruby-crowned Kinglet chattering from a berry-covered branch. A Rose-breasted Grosbeak with its stunning black, white, and red plumage. A Rufous Whistler surrounded by gorgeous spring flowers. A Spotted Towhee taking a refreshing puddle bath. From the avian experts at Audubon, it’s a celebration of the birds that flit through our yards, adding their color and song to daily life. The full-color photographs are accompanied by informative captions describing voice, habitat, and range. The perfect size to brighten small spaces, Audubon Songbirds Mini is a cheerful gift for birders and nature lovers. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Audubon has been working to protect birds and the places they need for more than a century
- Detail-rich photography and expert tips on welcoming birds and pollinators to your backyard
- Will appeal to birders and home gardeners alike
AUDUBON LITTLE SHOREBIRDS MINI CALENDAR

Introducing Little Shorebirds, a brand-new mini calendar celebrating the diverse avian species that inhabit the world’s coastal regions. From Audubon, the organization synonymous with birds, here are a dozen shorebirds photographed in beautiful full color and exquisite detail. A juvenile Black-winged Stilt, reflected in still water. An American Oystercatcher feeding her chick on a sandy beach. And a striking Killdeer surrounded by wildflowers. Audubon is committed to helping protect the fragile ecosystems that are critical to these species’ survival, and each of these images drives home why their efforts are so important. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• Shorebirds are an amazing collection of beaks and legs, quirks and feats, and are among the most incredible athletes in nature
• Includes Oystercatchers, stilts and avocets, plovers, and sandpipers
• Captions provide common and scientific names

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7” x 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1256-0 • No. 101256
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

AUDUBON LITTLE OWLS MINI CALENDAR

Round eyes, inscrutable expressions, and fluffy feathers all in an irresistibly tiny package (both the owls, and the calendar!). From Audubon, the organization committed to bird conservation, comes a year of diminutive owls, photographed in full color and perfectly showcased in the mini calendar format: A Northern Saw-whet Owl perched on a snow-dusted tree. A duo of adorable Great Horned Owls. Plus the aptly named Spectacled Owl, sporting a fluffy white head and black “spectacles.” The photographs are accompanied by captions with information on scientific name, voice, habitat, and range. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• Another sellout year
• Wide-eyed little owls photographed in their natural habitats
• Captions provide scientific names and information on voice, habitat, and range

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7” x 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1451-9 • No. 101451
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
WALL CALENDARS

Workman’s wall calendar lineup for 2022 is a standout. Nine exciting new titles grace the list, including *Where the Crawdads Sing*, inspired by Delia Owens’s internationally bestselling novel and Amazon’s “most-sold” fiction for 2019. *Heirs*, by the team behind Atlanta’s CreativeSoul Photography and the upcoming book *Glory*, celebrates the African diaspora through stunning portraits of children. *Visions of the Future: The Official Stephen Hawking Calendar* honors the British scientist whose keen mind, infectious enthusiasm, and dry humor brought complex ideas into the mainstream. *A Calendar of Calm* is what we all need right now: ethereal photographs, meditations, and quotes that inspire peace of mind. And several calendars return after successful debuts, including the spectacularly nutty *The Secret Life of Squirrels*. All Workman wall calendars share a few things in common: compelling subject matter, vibrant photography and illustration, and uncompromising production standards. That’s the key to their appeal—and to their track record of bestselling success, year after year.

LIVING IN NATURE CALENDAR
Carrie Shryock

“Study nature, love nature, stay close to nature. It will never fail you.”
—Frank Lloyd Wright

Returning after a sellout debut, *Living in Nature* is the calendar that inspires us to unplug from technology, step outside, and reconnect with the natural world. And boy, do we need it. Carrie Shryock’s artwork reflects her love for nature and passion for the environment, and each month combines her beautiful, distinctive illustrations with quotes and prompts to get you out into the wilderness. Take a walk on a night when the moon is full—bring a flashlight, but turn it off occasionally to let your senses emerge.

Or try looking at nature through a different perspective: What can you find growing in the cracks of a sidewalk? For the entire family, it’s a year of offline exploration and wonder. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- A sellout in its debut year
- Each month offers a glimpse into a scene from the natural world, plus a thoughtful quote and prompt to inspire readers to enjoy and appreciate the outdoors
- Forest bathing is trending—and #getoutside has more than 22 million posts on Instagram
- For nature lovers of all ages, in all locations

Full-color illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1302-4 • No. 101302
Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper
Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1080-1
WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING CALENDAR
Delia Owens

Delia Owens’s 7-million copy, #1 New York Times bestseller—and soon-to-be major motion picture—Where the Crawdads Sing is nothing less than a cultural phenomenon. The author’s background as an award-winning nature writer shines through in her beautifully drawn depictions of the southern marshland that is the book’s setting. Introducing a brand-new calendar that’s a visual journey into the Crawdads world, with each month featuring a gorgeous, full-color scenic photograph, accompanied by a lyrical excerpt from the novel and a watercolor nature illustration reminiscent of Kya’s journals. Like the book itself, it’s a calendar that celebrates this unique place where nature and literature meet. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- A perfect gift for fans of Where the Crawdads Sing, the bestselling novel of both 2019 and 2020
- Soon to be a major motion picture
- A visual celebration of the natural world so beautifully portrayed in the novel

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1244-7 • No. 101244
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
One of the most influential scientists of the 20th century, Stephen Hawking introduced millions of people to the wonders of time, matter, and space through his work and globally bestselling books, including the iconic *A Brief History of Time*. In celebration of what would have been his 80th birthday, *Visions of the Future* is a new wall calendar that pairs Stephen Hawking’s quotes with breathtaking images of the universe captured by the European Space Agency. Stunning views: the four planets closest to the Sun—Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars—accompanied by “For our long-term survival, it is important we are able to escape the boundaries of our fragile planet. We need to spread out into space and to other stars.” Existential truths: “We each exist but for a short time. And in that time explore but a small part of the whole universe.” And calls to action: “Climate change is one of the great dangers we face and it’s one we can prevent,” paired with an image of Earth as seen from space. It’s an exquisite gift for students, scientists, or anyone fascinated by the cosmos. Includes a foreword by Tim Hawking. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The calendar that celebrates the British scientist whose work developed our understanding of the nature of space, the nature of matter, and the nature of time
- His signature book, *A Brief History of Time*, became a global bestseller and introduced millions of people to the workings of the universe
- A dazzling marriage of science and art, showcasing astonishing images from the European Space Agency accompanied by a selection of Hawking’s most inspirational quotes
- January 8, 2022 marks what would have been Professor Hawking’s 80th birthday
- For scientists, students, and anyone interested in the beauty and diversity of nature

The registered trademark “Stephen Hawking” and other intellectual property rights, including images and quotations, are the property of the Estate of Professor Stephen Hawking. Cover image © The Stephen Hawking Estate. Interior images © The European Space Agency.
1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE® ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
Patricia Schultz

The engagement calendar that inspires wanderlust and daydreams of future adventures, now returning after its successful debut. Adapted from Patricia Schultz’s 1,000 Places to See Before You Die series, this practical datebook helps keep you organized every week with a spacious write-in grid on the right side of each spread. And on the left—which the beauty of the world: The ancient cliffside fortress of Masada, overlooking the Dead Sea. Dramatic ocean views of Australia’s Great Ocean Road. Mexico City’s stunningly modern hourglass-shaped Soumaya Museum. The beautiful images are accompanied by informative text. For travelers—armchair and otherwise—it’s a transporting gift. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Returning after an excellent debut
- Each spacious weekly grid features dazzling photography, expert text, and lots of room for writing in daily appointments and reminders

Full-color photographs throughout, 128 pages, 6¼” × 9¼”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1344-4 • No. 101344
FSC-certified paper
Wire-O bound/Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

THE OCEAN UNSEEN CALENDAR

Underneath the waves lives a vibrant, mysterious—and fragile—world. It is The Ocean Unseen, and returning for its second year is the calendar that celebrates the extraordinary and diverse life inhabiting the oceans of planet Earth. A colorful sea dragon floats above a forest of kelp. A sea turtle rests on a soft bed of seaweed. Clownfish nestle in the protective tentacles of a sea anemone. And mother and baby humpback whales swim side by side, just below the surface. As climate change and pollution put the world’s oceans at risk, this is a calendar whose time has come. Each month is a vivid reminder of what’s at stake. For divers and for nature lovers, it’s a breathtaking tribute to the beauty of the ocean depths. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- A vividly photographed deep-sea exploration that captures the amazing diversity of life under the waves
- Text includes detailed animal and location information
- A timely topic, as climate change, pollution, and overfishing put the Earth’s oceans in peril
- For nature and science enthusiasts of all ages

Full-color photographs throughout, 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1312-3 • No. 101312
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0996-6
HEIRS CALENDAR
Kahran and Regis Bethencourt

Introducing a brand-new calendar from photographers Kahran and Regis Bethencourt, the husband-and-wife team behind Atlanta’s trailblazing CreativeSoul Photography, and authors of the recently published *Glory: Magical Visions of Black Beauty*. Featuring CreativeSoul’s signature whimsy and style, *Heirs* is a collection of gorgeous images of Black children wearing clothing designs from Nigeria, Kenya, Liberia, South Africa, and the United States. The looks are inspired by Maasai, Zulu, Ndebele, and Samburu traditions, and play with notions of royalty and power. Each month is an affirmation, deepened by quotes from modern-day heroes like Ella Baker, Zora Neale Hurston, and Maya Angelou. *Heirs* is a work of art for both children and adults that celebrates a vibrant past and a brilliant future.

- Lovingly created by Kahran and Regis Bethencourt, whose work has been featured in *Teen Vogue*, *Glamour*, *Essence*, and on OWN, the Oprah Winfrey Network
- An empowering and timely tribute to Black children and creativity
- Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
- ISBN 978-1-5235-1364-2 • No. 101364
- FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped
- Ships: August

Children photographed in poses and clothing that evoke the history and culture of the African diaspora

Rousing quotes enhance the regal portraits


"Give light and people will find a way." - Eno Ikua

"The hope that is not the overthrow of fear, is the aim who triumphs over this fear." - Queen Mother
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A CALENDAR OF CALM
Photographs by Ana Marques

It’s just what we need in today’s world: a calendar to inspire serenity and contemplation, all year long. Brand-new for 2022, A Calendar of Calm combines photography, quotes, and meditations to encourage readers to pause, breathe, and take a moment to reset their minds. Ana Marques is a Portuguese photographer whose breathtaking compositions combine minimalist imagery—waves lapping a beach, the tips of wheat stalks against a blue sky, empty boats tied to a simple wooden dock—with soft yet vibrant pastel coloring. The effect is ethereal and dreamlike, and the perfect backdrop for setting your mind free. Every glance is a moment of calm. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The calendar that we need, right now
- Ethereal photographs of birds, sky, botanicals, and seaside, with meditations and quotes that inspire peace of mind and restore inner balance
- A gift of tranquility and joy for seekers of calmness and peace

Pastel-hued photographs, meditations, and quotes that inspire peace of mind

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1390-1 • No. 101390
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped
Ships: July
MOM'S FAMILY CALENDAR®

Sandra Boynton

Whoa! Celebrate 25 years of the original family organizing calendar! With 5.8 million copies sold to date(!?!), Mom's Family Calendar is perennially indispensable to moms, dads, and kids, too, with its rock-solid organizational prowess and captivating illustrations. Its unique grids are key to its power: arranged vertically, with five columns across the top (one for each family member) and the days of the month running down the left-hand side, there’s ample room to write down everyone’s comings and goings—and it’s all visible at a glance. The bright, appealing pages feature Sandra Boynton’s distinctive and widely loved characters: the perplexed cats, the intrepid hippos, the enthusiastic pigs. Perfect. Plus, the calendar includes a drop-down storage pocket, two sheets of stickers, and nine fun magnets. And it’s printed on FSC-certified paper. All good.

- 25th Anniversary Edition of the original family organizing calendar
- More than 5.8 million copies sold lifetime
- Spans 17 months, from August 2021 through December 2022
- Includes drop-down storage pocket, 2 sheets of stickers, and 9 terrific magnets

MOM'S BIRTHDAY CALENDAR

Sandra Boynton

An undated perpetual calendar to record birthdays, anniversaries, and more.

- Boynton’s perennially popular perpetual calendar for birthdays, anniversaries, and other important dates to remember
- Astonish your friends by remembering their birthdays, year after year!
- 200,000 copies in print
- With heavy stock and spiral binding

Full-color illustrations throughout; vinylized magnet sheet; drop-down storage pocket; full-color stickers; 34 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0820-4 • No. 100820
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: May

Full-color illustrations throughout; 12 sheets; 6” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1072-6 • No. 101072
Wire-O bound/shrink-wrapped • Ships: May
MOM’S FAMILY DESK PLANNER™
Sandra Boynton

All-new art for an all-new year of the wildly popular Mom’s Family Desk Planner—sixteen amazing years, and still going strong! The combination of practical and whimsical is irresistible: It’s a portable personal assistant small enough to slip into a purse or tote so Mom can take it everywhere, and the abundant Boynton art is droll and delightful to Mom and everyone else. Each spread features a smartly designed grid with two columns: one for Mom’s goings-on and one for the rest of the family’s. With just a glance, Mom can know who has to be where, when. And every facing page has a new Boynton illustration—befuddled cows, jaunty pigs, and skeptical cat galore. The planner includes storage pockets in the front and back covers, perforated grocery and to-do lists, and 150 stickers. (Because you can never have too many stickers.) Printed on FSC-certified paper.

SANDRA BOYNTON’S EVERY DAY’S A FABULOUS HOLIDAY CALENDAR
Sandra Boynton

“I would be lost without this calendar.”
—Ann Patchett

Pickle Day (November 14)! Talk Like a Pirate Day (September 19)! Appreciate a Dragon Day (January 16)! Yes! For everyone who loves holidays (and who doesn’t?), here’s a daily reminder that every day is a holiday—for someone. Celebrating the obscure, offbeat, but awesome occasions that make the most ordinary days special, Every Day’s a Fabulous Holiday spotlights 365 little-known but absolutely real—and maybe a little peculiar—holidays. Holidays to make kids happy: No Homework Day (May 6). Holidays to make parents happy: National Clean Up Your Room Day (May 10). Holidays to make everyone happy: International Sweatpants Day (January 21). The lively, full-color grids are illustrated with Sandra Boynton’s distinctive, beloved animal art—one fabulous large image up top and lots more terrific, small illustrations throughout the grid below. It’s pure Boynton, and pure joy. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

Mom’s all-in-one personal assistant, and a top seller for 16 years
Softcover 17-month spiral planner with weekly grids—one column for Mom, one for the family
Includes storage pockets, perforated grocery lists, and 150 stickers

Full-color illustrations throughout; durable soft cover; pockets inside front and back covers; full-color stickers bound in, perforated grocery and to-do lists; 220 pages, 5 5/8 x 8 1/4"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1281-2 • No. 101281
FSC-certified paper • Wire-O bound with title on spine • Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0982-9

Full-color illustrations throughout; durable soft cover; pockets inside front and back covers; full-color stickers bound in; perforated grocery and to-do lists; 28 pages, 12" x 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1350-5 • No. 101350
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0977-5
THE SECRET LIFE OF SQUIRRELS MINI CALENDAR

Nancy Rose

Returning after a sellout first season, this is the delightfully nutty calendar based on Nancy Rose’s bestselling series. A photographer, author, and accomplished crafts person, Rose harnesses wild squirrels’ natural sense of curiosity—and love for peanuts!—to attract them to meticulously crafted domestic scenes, which she builds and arranges on her back deck. The squirrels come to investigate and eat the strategically hidden nuts—and in doing so, become participants in a singularly adorable photo shoot. Here is a squirrel pushing a tiny wicker baby carriage. A sporty squirrel about to take a bike for a spin. And a mischievous squirrel ignoring a scarecrow to sneak a snack in a farmer’s field. They’re just like peanuts; you can’t get enough. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• A sellout in its first season
• Nutty photos of wild red squirrels searching for peanuts within tiny homemade dioramas
• secretlifeofsquirrels.com

THE SECRET LIFE OF SQUIRRELS CALENDAR

Nancy Rose

Following the runaway success of the full-size Secret Life of Squirrels, which debuted last year, here is a whimsical new mini calendar based on the award-winning book series. The subject matter—real wild squirrels interacting with tiny propped scenes created by photographer Nancy Rose—is a perfect fit for the diminutive format. The full-color photographs are unexpected, infused with humor, and accompanied by charming captions. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• Handy, fits-anywhere 7” x 7” format
• Nova Scotia–based photographer Nancy Rose is the author of the four children’s books that make up The Secret Life of Squirrels series, and the forthcoming Oakley the Squirrel: The Search for Z
• Like squirrel-nip for wildlife lovers of all ages!

Full-color photographs and illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 7” x 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1253-9 • No. 101253
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

Full-color photographs and illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1217-1 • No. 101217
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1022-1
CATS ON CATNIP
CALENDAR
Andrew Marttila

Based on photographer Andrew Marttila’s beloved book and Instagram account (that now boasts more than 545k followers), it’s another completely zany year featuring kitties who have gotten into the good stuff, with hilarious results. A droopy-eyed black-and-white cat hoards its stash. A tabby plunges headfirst into the herb. And a spaced-out Persian stares blissfully into the distance. The beautiful full-color images celebrate a goofy and endearing side of the normally aloof cats we know and love. For cat people and animal lovers, Cats on Catnip is so much fun you’ll think you ingested a little something special. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Returning for a third successful season
- Hilarious pics of cats blissed out on catnip
- From professional photographer and popular Instagrammer Andrew Marttila (Cats on Catnip, Shop Cats of New York)
- A great gift for the feline fanatic in your life

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1278-2 • No. 101278
FSC-certified paper • Shrinkwrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0990-4

CATS ON CATNIP MINI CALENDAR
Andrew Marttila

Now in the compact and irresistible mini calendar format, it’s a year of cats who are hilariously zonked out of their minds. Forget dignified and aloof: These cats are goofy, spaced-out, and probably suffering from the munchies. There’s Tim, a Persian with eyes like orange saucers. Poseidon, a tiger who’s decided to bed down in his stash. And Haroun, who seems to have lost track of which way’s up. Each adorable full-color photograph is expressive and richly detailed. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Smaller installment of the hit wall calendar
- Great cat lovers’ gift in a compact size that fits almost anywhere

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7” x 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1339-0 • No. 101339
FSC-certified paper • Shrinkwrapped • Ships: July
HIGH ART CALENDAR

Of course it’s back! From the popularity of hemp products and CBD oil to increasing support across the country for marijuana legalization, cannabis is enjoying a cultural high point (pun intended), and High Art is the fun and irreverent gift for art lovers, cannabis connoisseurs, and anyone who enjoys a smart laugh. Here is René Magritte’s famous image of a pipe—but this one doesn’t look like the one your grandpa might’ve smoked. Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema’s An Eloquent Silence takes on another layer of meaning with the addition of a large bong—now we know why this mysterious couple looks so spaced out. And pot brownies make a surprising addition to George Dunlop Leslie’s Roses. Oh, that Leslie . . . Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• Fine art meets fine bud
• Twelve of the world’s most beloved masterpieces subversively reimagined as if the artists and their subjects had all been, well, high
• Each month’s art embellished with weed paraphernalia, smoke clouds, and, of course, snacks

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: High Art: A Budtender in His Shop 1,000-Piece Puzzle (see page 78)
GUITARS CALENDAR
David Schiller

Celebrate a year of dazzling and one-of-a-kind instruments in a layout that showcases their beauty and craftsmanship in the finest detail. There’s Nick Pourfard’s Prisma guitars, crafted out of old skateboard decks so no two are the same. Elizabeth “Libba” Cotten’s Martin 000—which she played upside down for her unique “Cotten-picking” style. And “Ivan the Terrible,” a 12-string built by Tony Zematis for Eric Clapton in 1969. The vibrant, oversize photographs display each instrument in its full glory; detailed text delves into history, lore, instrument characteristics, and information about makers and players. For guitarists and music lovers, it’s pure obsession. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Distinctive layout and oversize photographs showcase each guitar’s beauty and craftsmanship
- Authoritative text highlights the luthiers, lore, distinctive characteristics, and famous players
- From the bestselling author of Guitars

BORIS VALLEJO & JULIE BELL’S FANTASY CALENDAR

An armor-clad warrior woman holds her sword high in victory. An ethereal nymph floats in a colorful landscape. And two sorceresses face off against a dragon. Welcome to the beloved fantasy calendar—now with more than 2.7 million copies sold—from the husband and wife team of Boris Vallejo, America’s premier fantasy artist, and Julie Bell, designer of the popular Dragons of Destiny sculpture series. Each month features an original painting that brings to life a dark and mysterious world filled with fearsome monsters, swirling landscapes, and beguiling women drawn with meticulous attention to anatomical detail. The illustrations are accompanied by captions that heighten the drama and foreboding ambiance. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The perennial favorite with 2.7 million copies sold
- From Boris Vallejo, America’s master fantasy illustrator, and Julie Bell, international award-winning fantasy and wildlife artist
- Includes a centerfold poster

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Boris Vallejo: Fearless Rider 1,000-Piece Puzzle (see page 78)
THE JULIA ROTHMAN ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR

Julia Rothman

Returning after its successful 2021 debut and in a new lay-flat paperback format with exposed stitched spine and removable belly band, this illustrated engagement calendar is based on Julia Rothman’s bestselling Anatomy book series—Nature, Food, Farm, and the brand-new Ocean. And what a treat, offering the same obsessive miscellany of practical information, science, and homespun advice via charming, full-color hand-drawn and -lettered spreads. Each weekly spread features a full page of art opposite a roomy write-in grid. There are five additional art-only spreads throughout the calendar, which has dyed-edge pages and an exposed, dyed spine to match the Nature Anatomy Notebook. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper, it’s a gift for art and nature lovers alike.

• New lay-flat format with exposed stitched spine and removable belly band
• A delightful visual engagement calendar as object of desire for Rothman’s legions of fans—and her 75,000 Instagram followers
• Adapted from Julia Rothman’s bestselling illustrated guides to the natural world, together with more than 418,000 copies in print
• A gift to enjoy all year long


Paper with exposed stitched spine and removable belly band; full-color illustrations on uncoated FSC-certified stock; 128 pages; 6 ½” x 9”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1449-6 • No. 101449
Poly-bagged • Ships: July
Farm Anatomy ISBN: 978-1-60342-981-8
Food Anatomy ISBN: 978-1-61212-339-4
OUT ON THE PORCH CALENDAR

Every gaze is pure tranquility, conjuring up the bliss of putting up your feet, slowly sipping a glass of lemonade, and having all the time in the world to read, chat, or just enjoy the vista. Now with more than 1.5 million copies sold, the beloved Out on the Porch is the calendar celebrating that special place where outdoors and indoors meet. There’s a rustic wooden porch overlooking a forested mountain. A sunny whitewashed porch with a seemingly endless ocean view. And perfect for an alfresco brunch: a spot under an arbor tumbling with flowers and greenery. Each gorgeous, full-color photograph is accompanied by a porch-themed passage from literature. It’s a daily escape to the good life. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• The original and best porch calendar with more than 1.5 million copies sold
• A year of restorative views that invite the reader to relax and de-stress
• Photographs are accompanied by a porch-themed quote
• A perfect gift to yourself

SECRET GARDEN CALENDAR

Responding directly to the ever-popular appeal of a secret garden, this is the perennially bestselling garden calendar, now with more than 1.2 million copies sold. An English garden abundant with roses of all sizes and colors. A stone path shaded by a flower-covered pergola. And the elegant and otherworldly terrain of a desert oasis. These are the verdant sanctuaries you might find hidden behind an old stone wall, at the end of an overgrown path, behind a forgotten gate. They make the noise and bustle of the outside world fade, leaving just birdsong, gently trickling water, and the scent of blossoms and greenery. Each gorgeous, full-color photograph is accompanied by a detailed caption describing the garden’s features and history. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• #4 wall calendar, with more than 1.2 million copies sold
• A year of serene havens for the mind and spirit
• Gardening is booming, with sales of gardening books up 46% year-over-year (Bookscan)
• Transporting photographs enhanced by gardening quotes and appreciations
• Self-purchase or gift for the gardener on anyone’s list

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-0844-0 • No. 101267
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0895-2

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1268-3 • No. 101268
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0844-0
I ❤️ ALPACAS CALENDAR
Photographs by Aliza Eliazarov

So many reasons to heart alpacas, making last year’s debut a sellout success. Featuring Aliza Eliazarov’s sumptuous photographs, I ❤️ Alpacas shines the spotlight on these adorable yet enigmatic creatures, capturing their spirit and beauty in fine detail. Meet a brown alpaca whose fluffy fur is like a teddy bear’s. A silky gray alpaca with stunning blue eyes. And a black-and-white pair seeming to share a secret. You’ll almost want to hug them. (But don’t—although gentle, most alpacas don’t like being petted or touched.) Accompanying the images are captions with fascinating alpaca facts. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Returning after a sellout debut
- Shaggy sweeteness! Soulful portraits complemented by quotes and surprising facts
- From renowned animal photographer Aliza Eliazarov, author of On the Farm

Fun facts to go with fun faces

Each animal’s delightful spirit is captured

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1257-7 • No. 101257
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

THE ORIGINAL SLOTHS CALENDAR
Lucy Cooke

There’s just something about sloths: their gentle expressions, their long, furry arms, their penchant for just hanging around. Not to mention how they set such a good example for the rest of us—slow down and bask in the moment! Our #2 bestselling wall calendar, Sloths features a year of gorgeous, full-color images from photographer and sloth fanatic Lucy Cooke. Sweet Darien, saying “hello” from upside down. Best buddies Branston and Pickles, enjoying a tasty floral snack. And an irresistible basketful of sleepy sloths. The pictures are accompanied by charming captions and fascinating sloth facts: Did you know sloths’ long claws are not made of keratin, like most animals’, but are actually long, protruding finger bones? Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Unstoppable: our #2 wall calendar overall
- From British filmmaker and sloth expert Lucy Cooke
- Irresistible photographs of these slow-moving animals, paired with charming captions and fascinating sloth facts

THE ORIGINAL SLOTHS MINI CALENDAR
Lucy Cooke

Sloths, with their big eyes, sly smiles, and unhurried pace, are the embodiment of cute—especially when showcased in the irresistible mini calendar format. Meet baby Pickles, posing in a basket of tasty fruit. Hero, peeking around a tree. George, nibbling a sweet jasmine flower—while hanging upside down. And buddies Rafa and Darien, side by side on a blanket. The irresistible photographs are accompanied by fascinating trivia. This calendar is the perfect way to add pure charm to a fridge, locker, or any small space. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- A big dose of unabashed cuteness for any small space
- Includes sloth stories and fun facts

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1214-0 • No. 101214
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0839-6

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7” × 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1213-3 • No. 101213
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0840-2
SAD ANIMAL FACTS
WEEKLY PLANNER
Brooke Barker

If only animals could talk about their sad circumstances in life. A garden lizard eats its own tail for calcium: “Can we not talk about it?” If eaten by a frog, a Regimbartia Beetle crawls through its digestive tract and out the other end: “Sorry for the smell, it’s been one of those days.” Pet parrots talk to household appliances: “That blender just said the sweetest thing to me.” Returning after a successful debut, *Sad Animal Facts* is the droll, hilarious engagement calendar based on the *New York Times* bestselling book and hugely popular Instagram account. Each of Brooke Barker’s charming illustrations includes a thought bubble with what the animal might say if it could. The spacious weekly grids offer plenty of room for writing in appointments, notes, lists, and your own ruminations on life. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- Brooke Barker’s @sadanimalfacts has 450,000 very engaged followers on Instagram
- Highlights a different animal species each week with drawings, a fact, and a hilarious thought bubble
- Roomy grids offer ample room for daily appointments, notes, and to-do lists

Full-color illustrations throughout on uncoated FSC-certified paper; 128 pages; 6¼” × 9¼”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1303-1 • No. 101303
Wire-O bound/Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1001-6

Includes quirky collage spreads
See what each animal has to say about its fact
Returning after a smashing debut in 2021, the 17-Month Wall planner format combines appealing subject matter, lively and quirky art, and solid organizational chops to keep you and your whole family organized and on track for a full 17 months. The Wire-O bound spreads are spacious enough for your appointments, lists, and notes, but don’t take up a lot of room on the wall. Each title includes 100 colorful stickers you can use to mark reminders—or just decorate the pages to your liking. This year’s lineup includes Cat Mom and Toucan Do It! (formerly The Time Is Ripe), plus two new titles: So. Many. Stickers. and Mermaid Life. All calendars printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

**MERMAID LIFE**
**17-MONTH WALL PLANNER**

Christine De Carvalho

Inspired by the charming book of the same name and diving right into the current mermaid trend, this mer-mazing calendar celebrates salty breezes, flowing hair, and the joy of making waves. Artist Christine De Carvalho’s mermaids and mermen are inclusive and body positive, representing diverse body types and skin tones. Her lush, hand-painted illustrations of life under the ocean are accompanied by hand-lettered mermaid mantras from “Avoid shallow living” to “Be the calm in the storm” to “Seas the day.” Running a full 17 months with a practical and space-saving Wire-O bound format, and complete with 100+ stickers so you can declare your devotion to all things sand and sea, Mermaid Life is a delightful gift for a free-spirited friend or yourself as a daily reminder to embrace who you are. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- On trend! Mermaids are a popular motif for clothing, home decor, gift items, and more
- Inspired by the book, with joyful illustrations throughout
- Celebrates inclusiveness and body positivity
- 100+ stickers for personalization
- A delightful gift for a free-spirited friend

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
Mermaid Life Mini Calendar (see page 58)
Introducing a brand-new wall planner with the organizational fortitude to keep your schedule on track and have fun while doing it. Based on the delightful So. Many. Stickers. books from Pipsticks+Workman, this energetic calendar is 17 months of pure sticker fun. Each month is illustrated with a colorful pattern that makes a perfect sticker background, and features a roomy grid, lined space for notes, and a Creative Challenge, such as “Wrap a present using stickers in a monochrome palette.” The 400+ fun and functional stickers can be used as reminders, to mark important occasions, or just to plaster with abandon all over the calendar. The compact format is Wire-O bound for easy hanging and will add instant cheer to a home office or kitchen wall. For anyone who loves stickers—collecting them, decorating with them, trading them—it’s an amazing gift that will inspire productivity and creativity all year long. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- From Pipsticks+Workman, the 17-month wall calendar (with 400+ stickers!) that will make everyday planning a little more awesome
- The So. Many. Stickers. book series has more than 100,000 copies in print
- Giftable package created especially for sticker lovers, crafters, and stationery users
- Will add instant cheer to a home office or kitchen wall
- Stay organized all year long—and spread the sticker love!

Full-color illustrations throughout on uncoated FSC-certified stock; 400+ full-color stickers; Wire-O bound; 18 pages; 13¾” × 9½”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1424-3 • No. 101424
Poly-bagged • Ships: May

SO. MANY. STICKERS. ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Pipsticks™+Workman™
TOUCAN DO IT!
17-MONTH WALL PLANNER
Hello!Lucky
So colorful, so upbeat, so irresistible! From Eunice Moyle and Sabrina Moyle, the sister team behind the design studio Hello!Lucky, Toucan Do It! is a 17-month planner that combines a practical Wire-O bound format with peppy illustrations and punny phrases: “You Goat This!” “You’re Purrfect. No Kitten!” “Squeeze the Day!”

The grids are spacious enough to write in all your goings-on, and each month includes a handy fill-in list on the side of the spread. Plus, 150 stickers. Because you can never have too many stickers. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- Peppy meets practical in this irresistibly upbeat 17-month wall planner
- Punny, exuberantly illustrated motivational phrases celebrate living life to its fullest
- Includes stickers for added personalization
- Spiral binding with a center notch makes hanging simple

CAT MOM
17-MONTH WALL PLANNER
Holly Jolley
Not just another calendar for a cat lover, but the calendar for the cat mom, that special species of person who’s so proud to tell the world she’s “feline good!”

Running 17 months, Cat Mom features a practical Wire-O bound format with spacious grids for writing in vet appointments and other important reminders, plus a handy to-do list on the right-hand side of each spread. Artist and cat mom Holly Jolley’s whimsical illustrations make delightful use of patterns and perfectly capture cats’ charm and attitude. The calendar is packaged with 150 stickers, including “buy cat food,” “snuggle time,” “play date”—plus even more illustrations of cats. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- Yay for cats! A fun and functional wall planner all in one
- Giftable 17-month format with 150 stickers for personalization
- Roomy grids and lots of space for jotting down notes and lists
- Just plain fun for unabashed cat lovers

Full-color illustrations throughout on uncoated FSC-certified stock; full-color stickers; Wire-O bound; 18 pages; 13¾” × 9½”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1248-5 • No. 101248
Poly-bagged • Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1027-6

Full-color illustrations throughout on uncoated FSC-certified stock; full-color stickers; Wire-O bound; 18 pages; 13¾” × 9½”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1247-8 • No. 101247
Poly-bagged • Ships: May
MERMAID LIFE MINI CALENDAR
Christine De Carvalho

Add a touch of the mermaid life to any small space. Representing freedom of spirit, empowerment, and being true to oneself, mermaids are a thing right now—and Christine De Carvalho’s mermaids are special. Her whimsical and distinctive illustrations feature mermaids and mermen that are diverse and body positive, each accompanied by hand-lettered quotes, mantras, and tidbits of folklore: Did you know mermaids were believed to possess powers of immortality, clairvoyance, telepathy, and hypnosis? With its compact format, the Mermaid Life mini calendar is a perfect fit for fridges, lockers, and cubicles. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Mermaid life is the life, and it’s a lifestyle that’s right on trend
- The mini calendar that shines with an inclusive, body-positive spirit, featuring mermaids of diverse shapes, sizes, and skin tones
- A mer-mazing gift for any self-proclaimed mermaid

CRAZY PLANT LADY MINI CALENDAR
Isabel Serna

Based on the charming book, this is the calendar for any woman who’s obsessed with the houseplants in her life—and there are a lot of them, as the millions of plant-themed posts on social media attest. The Crazy Plant Lady mini calendar features a dozen delightful illustrations by designer and unapologetic plant lady Isabel Serna, whose passion shines through. Find the cactus in a colorful jumble of plants. A pie chart that illustrates just what plant ladies love (answer: plants). And tips for knowing whether you’re a plant lady—if merely looking at your plants brings you happiness, or you simply can’t resist a cute pot, you just may be. It’s the perfect gift, on its own or with a potted plant, of course. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Houseplant happiness! The cutest way to bring a little green into your life
- On trend—there are millions of plant-themed posts on social media
- Upbeat illustrations by Isabel Serna celebrate the plant lady lifestyle
- Hang it next to your plants

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
Mermaid Life: 17-Month Wall Planner (see page 55)
COLORCRUSH CALENDAR

“Color is the place where our brain and the universe meet.”
—Paul Cézanne

The calendar that celebrates vivid and vivacious color, returning after a bold debut. Each spread features one hue in a variety of forms, with one large image at the top of the page and many more spread throughout the grid. There’s romantic, smoldering fuchsia—a favorite of Lucille Ball and Dorothy Parker. Calming, mindful blue. And red-brown maroon, representing confidence and excitement—which is perhaps why it’s a favorite of sports teams. Detailed text describes the featured color’s characteristics, psychology, and history—and every glance is a powerful reminder of color’s visual and emotional impact. For designers, artists, and lifestyle influencers, it’s the gift of pure, astonishing color. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• The fresh and uplifting calendar that prioritizes design
• Each month a different color, playfully showcased in nature, art, pop culture, and more
• Includes fascinating information about each color’s origins and characteristics
• Will appeal to artists, designers, and lovers of lifestyle books

A calm blue is a wonderful aid to finding peace
MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDARS

As charming as it is practical, the Magnetic Monthly Calendar format combines appealing themes and lively illustrations in a compact 9½" × 8¼" size with a magnetic backer, making it a perfect fit for fridge, wall, or desk. Also, the pages are padded, so no turning required—just tear them off at the end of each month. Joining the successful Go with the Flow for 2022 are two new titles: You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job, based on the bestselling book, and Everyday Gratitude. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

EVERYDAY GRATITUDE: A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR

A Network for Grateful Living

“When we give cheerfully and accept gratefully, everyone is blessed.”
—Maya Angelou

Inspired by the book Everyday Gratitude by A Network for Grateful Living—a global organization that promotes mindful gratitude—this magnetic, fridge-friendly calendar is a daily reminder to pause and find reasons to be grateful. Each vibrantly colored grid features an inspiring quote and thoughtful prompt to spark appreciation. And Gratefulness Practices introduce a wide range of ways to cultivate a grateful day throughout the year: When you face a struggle in your life, simply notice what arises in you. Commit to let it be without immediately trying to change anything. Open up to the opportunity to learn from the struggle. Everyday Gratitude is compact with a magnetic backer—hang it on the fridge or other small space—and padded, so you just tear each page off at the end of the month. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

• From the creators of gratefulness.org and the bestselling book Everyday Gratitude
• Gratitude is scientifically proven to improve one’s relationships and physical health, reduce stress, and increase happiness
• A beautiful gift, perfect for the kitchen or desk, or wherever a little reminder to appreciate every moment is welcome

FOR YOUR REFERENCE:
A Year of Gratitude Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 12)

EVERYDAY GRATITUDE Calendar copyright © A Network for Grateful Living
YOU ARE DOING A FREAKING GREAT JOB: A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR

“We are made of star stuff.”
—Carl Sagan

Introducing a brand-new calendar based on the bestselling book, You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job delivers a year of upbeat motivation, support, and go-get’-em attitude—in a compact, magnetic format that’s a perfect fit for your fridge or wall. Each month features reminders to focus on your strengths, take time for your own well-being, and live in the moment. “Try This” prompts: Take five minutes each day to notice something beautiful. And quotes: “There are always flowers for those who want to see them.”—Henri Matisse. Beautifully designed art enhances the powerful words. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

• Beauty meets function in this mood-lifting, creativity-boosting compact and magnetic wall calendar
• Inspired by the book with 344,000 copies in print
• A gift of encouragement and thanks, adapted from the bestselling book

GO WITH THE FLOW: A MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDAR

Returning after two sellout seasons, Go with the Flow is the charming calendar that combines organizational mettle with whimsical illustrations and words of inspiration. “Take an inner weather report—is it stormy, cloudy, or sunny?” “Saying yes to yourself sometimes means saying no to someone else.” “Celebrate when things go well, even the tiny things.” The calendar’s compact size and handy magnetic backer make it perfect for small spaces that could use a little cheer, such as lockers, refrigerators, and cubicles. It’s padded, so when the month is over, no need to flip the page—just tear it off. It’s the gift of optimism and mindfulness, for yourself or someone you care about. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

• A sellout in 2020
• Giftable package: inspiring affirmations paired with charming illustrations in an easy tear-off format
• It’s magnetic—perfect for fridge, wall, or desk

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: You Are Doing a Freaking Great Job Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 29)
THE KITCHEN COMPANION PAGE-A-WEEK® CALENDAR
Illustrated by Holly Jolley

This calendar is the kitchen assistant that every busy household needs. The weekly tear-off pages have a practical planner-like format, with lots of space for writing in every family member’s daily commitments and appointments. The right side of each spread features check-off market lists for easier grocery shopping and fewer forgotten items. And each page features a simple recipe or handy tip, like how to make a luscious two-ingredient chocolate mousse and ideas for repurposing used coffee grounds. Illustrator Holly Jolley’s art is charming and upbeat, making The Kitchen Companion a delightful addition to your kitchen decor. Hang it on the wall or on the fridge—it’s magnetic! Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- The stylish way to keep busy households organized
- Practical weekly format with ample space for appointments
- Includes market lists and clever kitchen hacks
- Compact 11½” × 8½” format and magnetic backer for the fridge

Full-color illustrations on uncoated FSC-certified stock; market lists; 54 pages; magnetic backer; 11½” × 8½” padded format with weekly tear-off pages
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1259-1 • No. 101259
Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0917-1

ROSEMARY GLADSTAR’S HERBS CALENDAR
Photographs by Randazzo & Blau

Returning after another sellout year, this calendar from renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar celebrates herbs and all the ways they enhance our lives, from the beauty they bring to garden and home, to their healing properties. There’s elecampane, a staple in ancient Greek and Roman cooking and valued in traditional Chinese medicine. Vitamin C-rich miner’s lettuce, used by Gold Rush-era miners to prevent scurvy (hence the name). And ginkgo biloba, an ingredient in the author’s famous Memory Tincture. The beautiful full-color photographs are accompanied by recipes and detailed captions with history, properties, uses, and more. For gardeners, cooks, and anyone interested in herbal remedies, it’s a fantastic gift. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Written by Rosemary Gladstar, a leading voice in herbalism
- A different herb each month, illustrated by full-color photographs and including easy-to-follow recipes for teas, salves, tinctures, and more
- For a new generation of gardeners and natural health enthusiasts

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1354-3 • No. 101354
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0994-2
Medicinal Herbs ISBN: 978-1-61212-005-8

PAGE-A-WEEK is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
CYNTHIA HART’S VICTORIANA CALENDAR

With more than 4.5 million copies sold, Victoriana is the beloved calendar that celebrates the comforts of hearth, home, and cherished tradition. Each spread—exquisitely composed by the doyenne of Victoriana, Cynthia Hart—is both nostalgic and fresh, combining antique paper ephemera, bits of ribbon and lace, old-fashioned jewelry, and flowers that seem just plucked from the garden. Hearts and cupids set a romantic mood for February. Bright yellow daffodils and rabbits signal springtime in April. And December brings jolly old St. Nick and a profusion of poinsettias. Packaged in an extravagantly decorated, full-color gift envelope with four die-cut postcards and a full-year desktop calendar, it’s a delightful gift for lovers of Victoriana treasures. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- More than 4.5 million copies sold
- Includes four die-cut postcards and a full-year desktop calendar
- Packaged in a full-color gift envelope

Full-color photographs throughout; 4 die-cut postcards; desktop easel calendar; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1137-2 • No. 101137
FSC-certified paper
Full-color gift envelope • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0808-2

THE COLLECTIBLE TEAPOT CALENDAR

Photographs by Evi Abeler
Text by Shax Riegler

What a perfect ritual—take time out of each day to sip tea, eat elegant and dainty treats, and enjoy spirited conversation. The world’s bestselling teapot calendar with more than one million copies sold, The Collectible Teapot features a year of sumptuous table settings rich in delightful detail and starring, of course, teapots perfectly suited to the occasion. Scones with clotted cream and jam accompany tea poured from a beautifully patterned floral teapot. An unusual ancient Greek–themed teapot and platter set the mood for an intriguingly exotic interlude. And gingerbread and an elegant green-and-gold tea set ring in the holidays. The photographs are accompanied by text rich in history and lore. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The world’s bestselling teapot calendar, with more than one million copies sold
- A dozen gorgeous table settings starring distinctive vintage teapots
- Each sumptuously detailed photograph is accompanied by tea-related history, lore, and quotes

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12" × 12"
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1251-5 • No. 101251
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0891-4
MAGICAL ACTIVITY CALENDAR!
Eunice Moyle and Sabrina Moyle

“Magical” is exactly the right word to describe this interactive calendar for kids from Hello!Lucky’s Sabrina Moyle and Eunice Moyle. Each hand-drawn grid of the Magical Activity Calendar! is a visual delight, printed in five colors (including neon green!) and packed with charming illustrations, activities, and prompts to help kids’ imaginations take flight. “What’s in this magical closet?” “What’s on this mystery planet?” ”Finish these monsters!” The calendar includes 500+ stickers, an electrifying 12” × 24” poster, and unicorns. Lots of unicorns. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

• A sticker-forward calendar from the creators of Hello!Lucky
• Enchanting fun: 12 interactive scenes, with doodles, mazes, jokes, playful prompts, and lots of unicorns!
• More than 500 stickers plus a cool foldout poster
• For kids ages 8 and up—and everyone at home

Full-color illustrations on uncoated FSC-certified stock; full-color stickers; 12” × 24” poster; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1340-6 • No. 101340
Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1014-6
THE KID’S AWESOME ACTIVITY CALENDAR
Mike Lowery

The perennially bestselling calendar that keeps kids engaged, sparks their imaginations, and promotes hours of zany, unplugged fun. Each month, The Kid’s Awesome Activity calendar features a colorful, hand-drawn spread with seasonally themed illustrations and creativity-inspiring prompts: “Help design some snow monsters!” “These kids found the leprechaun’s treasure. Draw it!” And: “Help the pirate sail to Pirate Island by giving his boat a sail!” Plus word searches, mazes, and other lively activities and games. The calendar includes 300 stickers to place on the calendar or anywhere a kid wants. No screens, no batteries, just pure entertainment. Printed on uncoated FSC-certified paper.

- The family favorite, back for a new year of unplugged fun
- Zany and imaginative—12 seasonally themed interactive scenes with tons of games, puzzles, mazes, and more
- 300 cool stickers for decorating pages and marking events
- For kids ages 8+

Full-color illustrations throughout on uncoated FSC-certified stock; full-color stickers; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1252-2 • No. 101252
Shrink-wrapped
Ships: May

BABY BUNS MINI CALENDAR

Soft, bunched-up little bodies. Long ears. Wiggly pink noses. And expressions of pure innocence. What could possibly be cuter than a baby bun? How about twelve months of them, in the cute-amplifying mini calendar format? Meet a sweet flop-eared bun rubbing his face with his paws. A befuddled-looking gray-and-white bun. A black-and-white bun hopping out of a top hat. And a brown bun with one ear up, one ear down (awww). The adorable portraits feature lively patterned backgrounds and are accompanied by inspirational quotes: “Blessed are they who see beautiful things in humble places while the rest of us see nothing.” —Camille Pissarro. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The oh-so-darling buns are back for another irresistible year
- Adorable itty-bitty mini format is perfect for any small space

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7” x 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1330-7 • No. 101330
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-1038-2
THE ORIGINAL POCKET PIGS CALENDAR

Photographs by Richard Austin

Now celebrating thirteen sweet, snuggly, and adorable seasons, Pocket Pigs is back with another year of awww-inspiring antics. The famous pocket pigs of Pennywell Farm may be the size of a teacup, but they are huge in charisma and charm. Meet little Frederick, ready to bowl you over in a bowler hat. Tallulah practicing for her Nutcracker debut in a colorful tutu. And Alistair, getting cozy with an ice-cream cone that’s almost as big as he is! Each full-color portrait captures its subject’s distinctive character, and captions enhance the photos’ cuteness. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The chubby little charmers celebrate their 13th anniversary!
- Features classic photos from each of the thirteen years, plus cute-enhancing captions

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1221-8 • No. 101221
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0918-8

THE ORIGINAL POCKET PIGS MINI CALENDAR

Photographs by Richard Austin

Here they are, ready for their close-ups: Reeve and Marcus, looking dapper in matching bowler hats. Sporty Juniper about to take her tiny kayak for a spin. Little Francis, grooving to his favorite tunes. And, for a sweet February Valentine, Gigi peeking through a heart-shaped wreath adorned with pink flowers. Pudgy, pink, as little as can be, the famous pocket pigs of Pennywell Farm are back in a mini calendar that’s the perfect showcase for their pint-size adorability. These little piggies know how to put on the charm. The vibrant photographs are enhanced with spot-on captions. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Classic photos of the pudgy porcines of Pennywell Farm in the sweet mini format
- pennywellfarm.co.uk

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 7” × 7”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1222-5 • No. 101222
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0934-8
UNLIKELY FRIENDSHIPS® CALENDAR

Based on the New York Times bestselling book, this is the beloved calendar that makes us swoon with delight and believe in hope as every month celebrates the unlikely friendships between animals of different species. There are the orphans—Otto the otter and a litter of four kittens—who became fast family at an English animal rescue. The bull and the pig who love cuddling up in their sunny pasture. And the qimmiq (Canadian Inuit dog) and the polar bear, hanging out together in the Canadian Arctic. Each fascinating photograph is accompanied by a detailed caption telling the history of the friendship. For kids and adults, Unlikely Friendships is as irresistible as it is unexpected. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The Unlikely Friendships publishing program has 2.4 million copies in print
- Heartwarming stories of interspecies love and adorable photographs
- A calendar for the whole family

BAD CAT® CALENDAR

Bad cats being bad? Are they ever! Adapted from the hilarious #1 New York Times bestselling book, Bad Cat revels in an unabashed year of cats who've gone completely over to the other side. Here are cats caught red-pawed in the liquor cabinet. Cats unconvincingly disguised as bunnies. Cats who trick the family dog into being their partner in crime. Cats in self-imposed time-outs. (Don’t worry, there’s an ulterior motive.) Plus Who’s Who in Bad Cats, Bad Cats in Show Business, Bad Cat Diet Secrets, and Bad Cat Early Warning Signs: Cat leaves mouth open between meals, just in case. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- A built-in track record and legions of voracious fans
- Hundreds of demented, antisocial, and off-kilter kitties in terrifying full color
- Bad Cat contest: pageaday.com/contests

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: Bad Cat® Page-A-Day Calendar (see page 29)
THE ILLUSTRATED BIBLE VERSES CALENDAR

Illustrated by Becca Cahan

When combined with vibrant, original hand-lettering and art from illustrator Becca Cahan, the comforting, wise, and timeless words of the Bible come exquisitely to life. Here are a dozen verses to inspire meditation and devotion. Bright colors and bold script make Ephesians 2:8 sing: God saved you by his grace when you believed. Whimsically rendered trees and hills enhance Habakkuk 3:19: The Lord God is my strength; he will make my feet like deer’s feet and he will make me to walk on my high hills. Based on the book 100 Illustrated Bible Verses, it’s inspiration and faith with every glance. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Brings together uplifting Bible verses and stylish design
- Features exquisite hand-lettering and art by Becca Cahan
- Inspired by 100 Illustrated Bible Verses, with 113,000 copies in print
- The gift of comfort and wisdom

Full-color illustrations throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1386-4 • No. 101386
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0983-6

THE ORIGINAL NUNS HAVING FUN CALENDAR

Maureen Kelly and Jeffrey Stone

Year after year, this beloved and perennially bestselling calendar celebrates pure, spontaneous sisterhood fun, while shining a divine light on a lesser-known side of convent life—the side where the sisters let their habits down and have a rollicking good time. Each month features a vintage-style photograph of nuns at play, like nuns in a game of street hockey (Going for a habit trick). Nuns high-kicking (Rockettes of Ages). And nuns at a fashion show (Project Nunway). The charming photographs are innocent and joyful, and are accompanied by hilariously witty captions from Maureen Kelly and Jeffrey Stone, authors of the New York Times bestseller Growing Up Catholic. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- A top seller for 19 years
- Buoyant vintage-style photographs of nuns having a heck of a good time
- Witty commentary by the coauthors of Growing Up Catholic
- A divinely funny gift for Catholics of all persuasions

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 12”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1279-9 • No. 101279
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0832-7
Book ISBN: 978-0-7611-5041-1
PICTURE-A-DAY® WALL CALENDARS

With its oversized format, informative and lyrical text, and dozens of gorgeous full-color photographs on each monthly spread, the Picture-A-Day Calendar is designed for people who want more—and more—and more!—of their favorite thing. Here are titles that transport travelers and adventurers to their favorite destinations through detailed photographic itineraries (*1,000 Places to See Before You Die*, *Rick Steves’ Europe*, plus *Italy, France, Ireland*). Titles that feed the obsessions of animal lovers (*Kittens, Puppies, Audubon Songbirds*). And *Shoes*, giving fashionistas a glimpse of the closet of their dreams. Printed on FSC-certified paper, each calendar is total immersion in its subject for people who can’t get enough.

FOR YOUR REFERENCE: *Audubon Birds* Page-A-Day® Calendar (see page 26)

AUDUBON SONGBIRDS AND OTHER BACKYARD BIRDS CALENDAR

It’s the calendar that offers passionate birders a daily sighting through the expertise of Audubon, the organization synonymous with birds. Now with more than 1.2 million copies in print, *Audubon Songbirds & Other Backyard Birds* celebrates the small, jewel-like avian species whose color and song brighten meadows, woods, and our own backyards. A Black-capped Chickadee perched on a snow-dusted pine branch. A delicate hummingbird hovering in front of a flower. An American Robin—always a welcome harbinger of spring. Each month’s spread features a large image at the top of the page and dozens of smaller pictures throughout the grid below. Detailed text discusses species characteristics, calls, habitats, migration patterns, and more. Go birding—no binoculars required. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Owns the category—more than 1.2 million copies sold
- Exceptional images paired with informative text describing species characteristics, calls, habitat, migration patterns, and more
- Audubon stands for the best in science-based conservation, with hands-on efforts that secure birds’ safest future
1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE®

Calendar

Patricia Schultz

This is the hugely successful calendar that’s daily inspiration to stop dreaming and get going—from Patricia Schultz, author of 1,000 Places to See Before You Die. Each month is an itinerary-in-photographs of a fascinating destination, featuring both hidden treasures and fresh insights on popular tourist sights. Argentina, from cosmopolitan Buenos Aires to the spectacular Iguazu Falls. Prince Edward Island, where bibliophiles can stay in the house-turned-hotel that inspired Anne of Green Gables. Plus Ethiopia’s brightly painted monasteries, the breathtaking landscapes and wildlife of Montana, and the magic of the holidays in Bavaria. With dozens of full-color photographs and lively, informative text for each destination, it’s a daily escape for the travel lover. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- #5 bestselling wall calendar with more than 1.1 million copies sold
- Each month a captivating photographic itinerary, with authoritative text about the featured location
- From Patricia Schultz, author of the world’s bestselling travel book

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” × 14”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1315-4 • No. 101315
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: May
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0912-6

PICTURE-A-DAY®, PAGE-A-DAY®, and the PAGE-A-DAY design/logo are registered trademarks of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. 1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE® is a registered trademark of Patricia Schultz and Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
365 DAYS IN FRANCE

CALENDAR

Text by Susan Herrmann Loomis

The calendar that—with a glance—transports Francophiles to the place they’d rather be: It’s 365 Days in France, the calendar that each month focuses on one city or region and its distinctive landscapes, foods, history, and attractions. There’s Alsace, cheerful with geranium-filled window boxes and cinnamon-scented pastries. Lyon, one of France’s oldest cities and considered its capital of gastronomy. And the glittering beaches and people of the Côte d’Azur and Paris, which always enchant the soul. The calendar features one large photograph at the top of every page and dozens throughout the grid. Susan Herrmann Loomis’s exquisite text is packed with insider’s secrets, history, and passion—a love letter to France. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- An informative and experiential calendar to twelve distinct regions in France
- Evocative essays by France-based, award-winning author Susan Herrmann Loomis
- For the Francophile, it’s the next best thing to a year abroad

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 14”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1338-3 • No. 101338
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July

365 DAYS IN IRELAND

CALENDAR

So green, so lush, so charming. Ireland is a place with a spirit and a beauty all its own, and the perennially popular 365 Days in Ireland captures that in hundreds of full-color photographs. Each month focuses on the sights and features of one distinctive region, with one large image at the top of the page and dozens more in the grid below. Tour Laois and Offaly, from the extinct volcano on Croghan Hill to the revered Tullamore D.E.W. whiskey distillery. Sligo and Leitrim, where W. B. Yeats spent fond childhood summers. Far west Galway, where Irish remains widely spoken in many parts. Plus, lively, cosmopolitan Dublin. Every spread includes detailed text about the featured destination’s history, lore, and attractions. It’s the Emerald Isle, up close. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- Strong repeat customer base for 22 years
- An Irish road trip-in-a-calendar, with 12 bucket-list destinations
- For travelers—and the more than 36 million proud Irish Americans

Full-color photographs throughout; 28 pages; 12” x 14”
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1337-6 • No. 101337
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5235-0904-1
When it comes to dreaming of European travel, Rick Steves—writer of 50 guidebooks, a public television series, and an NPR show—is the authority that Americans trust, because they know he’ll steer them to the real Europe. Like the continent’s grand cities, from Athens’s Parthenon to Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate to the Vienna State Opera. Or fascinating castles and palaces, including Istanbul’s Topkapi Palace and Dover Castle, which has guarded Britain’s shores since the age of Caesar. Or Europe’s most iconic (and most delicious) delicacies: decadently topped Belgian waffles, a towering pile of fish and chips in England, and a comforting bowl of Hungarian goulash. Each spread combines dozens of full-color photographs with detailed text filled with history and insider’s tips for making the most of your own visit. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- A virtual exploration of the best of Europe—the world-class sights, natural wonders, food, festivals, and more—with Rick Steves as your guide
- European life and culture celebrated through detailed text and dozens of highlights photographed in full color
- Rick Steves hosts a public television series and a weekly radio show on NPR, and has written more than 50 guidebooks
- ricksteves.com
**365 KITTENS-A-YEAR CALENDAR**

With more than 3.1 million copies in print, it’s no wonder this is the world’s bestselling kitten calendar. People just can’t get enough kittens, and *365 Kittens-A-Year* delivers, with dozens of adorable photographs every month. Meet the charming winners of the annual Kittens of Distinction Contest, each one demonstrating yet another way for kittens to be cute. Kittens in baskets. Kittens hanging out in trees. Kittens going incognito in piles of stuffed animals. Lone kittens, pairs of kittens, and whole litters of kittens—posing, playing, snuggling. Each spread features a large image at the top of the page and more throughout the grid. Includes fascinating cat facts, care tips, and quotes: “There are no ordinary cats.” —Colette. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- The world’s best and bestselling kitten calendar—more than 3.1 million copies sold
- Starring the winners of the annual Kittens of Distinction Contest
- Includes a kitten photo contest for next year’s calendar

**365 PUPPIES-A-YEAR CALENDAR**

Here come the puppies, with their oversize paws, nonstop tails, bright eyes, wet noses, and expressions that say “Come play with me!” Featuring the adorable winners of the annual Puppies-A-Year Calendar Contest, this beloved and bestselling calendar is packed with puppy cuteness. Each spread features a large image at the top of the page plus dozens more throughout the grid. Puppies goofing off with their pals. Puppies ready to fetch. Puppies in piles of leaves. Puppies in piles of puppies. And puppies dusted head-to-toe with snow. The photographs are accompanied by canine care information to help keep your own puppy healthy and thriving. Plus quotes: “Puppies are God’s idea of the perfect workout program.” —Stephen King. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

- More than 2.8 million copies sold
- Packed with hundreds of full-color photos, plus puppy training tips, health and care advice, and quotes
- Includes a puppy photo contest for next year’s calendar
365 DAYS OF SHOES CALENDAR

Prepare to swoon: Month after gorgeous month, discover a feast of stylish, sexy, classic, and outrageously avant-garde footwear. Try these on (in your imagination): Ruthie Davis’s clear PVC and black leather “Skye” platform ankle boot with back zip. A vintage leather appliqué flapper shoe with art deco motif. Karin Maas’s bold snakeskin print high-shaft boot with a laser-cut mesh overlay. Plus Ganor Dominic’s elegantly simple Klein blue textured leather slingback pump. Each dazzling full-color spread features a large image at the top of the page and dozens more in the grid below. Includes quotes that every shoe fanatic will relate to: “How can you live the high life if you do not wear the high heels?” —Sonia Rykiel. Printed on FSC-certified paper.

• The stylish way to keep track of your busy life
• Each month delivers dozens of swoon-worthy styles from top designers
• Self-purchase or friend-to-friend gift

Some of the photos in 365 Days of Shoes also appear in the Shoes Page-A-Day® Gallery Calendar (see page: 30)

Full-color photographs throughout, 28 pages; 12” x 14”
ISBN 978-1-5233-1355-0 • No. 101355
FSC-certified paper • Shrink-wrapped • Ships: July
Last year’s ISBN: 978-1-5233-0966-9

THE STORY OF CHRISTMAS
Illustrated by Carolyn Croll; Retold by Mary Packard

A wonderfully illustrated retelling of the story of the birth of Jesus through the delightful tradition of an Advent calendar, with 24 miniature full-color story books—to be opened, one per day, from the first of December through Christmas Eve.

It’s a book and a Christmas ornament!

Full-color illustrations throughout; 24 miniature story books, 4 pages each; set in a board tray; 14” x 12”
ISBN: 978-0-7611-5250-7 • No. 15250

LIFE IS BETTER WITH PUZZLES

What could be a more welcome activity than slowing down, getting lost in a beautiful image or work of art, and then piece-by-piece, putting it together? Enjoy these puzzles as a mindfulness break, a mental workout, or just an old-fashioned activity that brings the whole family together. From a nineteenth-century map of a young and bustling Manhattan to a winding country lane that leads to an idyllic cottage, from a wry parody of an Old Master to a collection of iconic watches, here’s a selection of puzzles—and perfect gifts—for every taste and level of challenge. Jigsaw puzzles are nonreturnable and sold under stationery terms. Please contact your Workman sales representative for more information.

JOHN DERIAN PAPER GOODS

THREE CARROTS
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-079-4 • No. 86079
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 7⁄8" × 26 3⁄8"
Ships: March

PAINTER’S PALETTE
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-080-0 • No. 86080
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 1⁄4" × 26 3⁄8"
Ships: March

GARDEN ROSE
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-081-7 • No. 86081
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 1⁄4" × 26 3⁄8"
Ships: March

DANCING BUTTERFLIES
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-018-3 • No. 86018
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 7⁄8" × 26 3⁄8"

CALM CAT
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-019-0 • No. 86019
Box size: 10 3⁄8" × 7 5⁄8" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 26 3⁄8" × 18 1⁄4"

THE CITY OF NEW YORK
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-021-3 • No. 86021
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 1⁄4" × 26 3⁄8"
THE ILLUSTRATED HERBIARY: CALIFORNIA POPPY
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-5235-1383-3 • No. 101383
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10¾" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 3⁄8" × 26 3⁄4"

FREE TO JUST BE

THE ILLUSTRATED BESTIARY: MONARCH BUTTERFLY
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-5235-1381-9 • No. 101381
Box size: 10 1⁄8" × 7 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 26 1⁄4" × 18 3⁄4"

DARE TO DREAM

SHIPS: March

MAIA TOLL’S WILD WISDOM COLLECTION

HOMESWEET HOME
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-5235-1316-1 • No. 101316
Box size: 10 3⁄8" × 7 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 26 5⁄8" × 18 3⁄4"

ALL GOOD THINGS ARE WILD & FREE
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-5235-0937-9 • No. 100937
Box size: 10 3⁄8" × 7 3⁄4" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 26 5⁄8" × 18 3⁄4"

LET THE SUN SHINE IN
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-5235-1317-8 • No. 101317
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10¾" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 3⁄8" × 26 3⁄4"

THE ILLUSTRATED CRYSTALLARY: GARDEN QUARTZ
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-5235-0936-2 • No. 100936
Box size: 7 5⁄8" × 10¾" × 2 1⁄8"
Puzzle size: 18 3⁄8" × 26 3⁄4"
NATHALIE LÉTÉ COLLECTION

MUSHROOMS
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-087-9 • No. 86087
Box size: 8” × 10¾” × 2”
Puzzle size: 19” × 23¾”
Ships: March

BAMBI
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-088-6 • No. 86088
Box size: 8” × 10¾” × 2”
Puzzle size: 19” × 23¾”
Ships: March

STILL LIFE WITH PINEAPPLE
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-089-3 • No. 86089
Box size: 8” × 10¾” × 2”
Puzzle size: 19” × 23¾”
Ships: March

THE GIRL WHO READS TO BIRDS
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-046-6 • No. 86046
Box size: 8” × 10¾” × 2”
Puzzle size: 19” × 23¾”

RABBITS
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-047-3 • No. 86047
Box size: 10¼” × 8” × 2”
Puzzle size: 23¾” × 19”

IN THE DARK GARDEN
$19.95 US • ISBN: 978-1-64829-048-0 • No. 86048
Box size: 8” × 10¾” × 2”
Puzzle size: 19” × 23¾”

FRANCES PALMER

DAHLIAS
$19.95 • ISBN: 978-1-64829-043-5 • No. 86043
Box size: 10¾” × 7¾” × 2⅛”
Puzzle size: 26¾” × 18¾”

JULIA ROTHMAN

NATURE ANATOMY
$19.95 • ISBN: 978-1-63586-401-4 • No. 626401
Box size: 10¼” × 8” × 2”
Puzzle size: 23¾” × 19”

OCEAN ANATOMY
$19.95 • ISBN: 978-1-63586-402-1 • No. 626402
Box size: 10¼” × 8” × 2”
Puzzle size: 23¾” × 19”
FOR CONNOISSEURS

**HIGH ART: A BUDTENDER IN HIS SHOP**
- Price: $19.95 US
- No. 101318
- Box size: 7 5/8" x 10 3/8" x 2 1/8"
- Puzzle size: 18 3/8" x 26 3/4"

**BORIS VALLEJO: FEARLESS RIDER**
- Price: $19.95 US
- No. 101321
- Box size: 10 3/4" x 7 1/4" x 2 3/4"
- Puzzle size: 26 5/8" x 18 7/8"

**ICONIC WATCHES**
- Price: $19.95 US
- No. 86045
- Box size: 8" x 10 1/2" x 2"
- Puzzle size: 19" x 23 4/5"

**1964 LAND ROVER SERIES IIA**
- Price: $19.95 US
- No. 86044
- Box size: 10 1/2" x 8" x 2 1/8"
- Puzzle size: 26 3/8" x 18 7/8"

JUST FOR KIDS!

**BIG DREAMERS**
- Price: $11.95 US
- No. 800051
- Box size: 5 5/8" x 6 1/2" x 1 1/2"
- Puzzle size: 9 5/16" x 11 3/5"
- Ages 4+
- Ships: March

**MIX & MATCH PUZZLE: SILLY TRUCKS**
- Price: $14.95 US
- No. 800034
- Box size: 7 1/8" x 1 3/5" x 5 1/5"
- Puzzle size: varies
- 25 double-sided pieces
- Ages 3+

**MY BIG WIMMELPUZZLE: DINOSAURS**
- Price: $16.95 US
- No. 779772
- Box size: 11 3/4" x 9" x 3"
- Floor puzzle size: 36" x 24"
- Ages 3+

**MY BIG WIMMELPUZZLE: ANIMALS AROUND THE WORLD**
- Price: $16.95 US
- No. 779773
- Box size: 11 3/4" x 9" x 3"
- Floor puzzle size: 36" x 24"
- Ages 3+
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PICTURE-A-DAY® CALENDARS • $15.99 US

1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE® PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1315-4 • No. 101315
(see page 70)

365 DAYS IN ITALY PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1336-9 • No. 101336
(see page 70)

365 DAYS IN FRANCE PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1337-6 • No. 101337
(see page 71)

365 DAYS IN IRELAND PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1338-3 • No. 101338
(see page 71)

RICK STEVES® EUROPE PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1345-1 • No. 101345
(see page 72)

365 DAYS OF SHOES PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1355-0 • No. 101355
(see page 74)

AUDUBON SONGBIRDS PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1220-1 • No. 101220
(see page 69)

365 KITTENS A YEAR PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1258-4 • No. 101258
(see page 73)

365 PUPPIES A YEAR PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR
ISBN: 978-1-5235-1224-9 • No. 101224
(see page 73)

1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE® is a registered trademark of Patricia Schultz and Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
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17-MONTH WALL PLANNERS • $16.99 US

- **SO. MANY. STICKERS. ACTIVITY**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1424-3 • No. 101424
  - (see page 56)

- **CAT MOM**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1247-8 • No. 101247
  - (see page 57)

- **MERMAID LIFE**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1448-9 • No. 101448
  - (see page 55)

- **TOUCAN DO IT!**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1248-5 • No. 101248
  - (see page 57)

MAGNETIC MONTHLY CALENDARS • $10.99 US

- **GO WITH THE FLOW**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1333-4 • No. 101333
  - (see page 61)

- **EVERYDAY GRATITUDE**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1445-8 • No. 101445
  - (see page 60)

- **YOU ARE DOING A FREAKING GREAT JOB**
  - ISBN: 978-1-5235-1446-5 • No. 101446
  - (see page 61)

PISTICKS is a registered trademark of Pipsticks, Inc. WORKMAN is a registered trademark of Workman Publishing Co., Inc. FLOW is a registered trademark of DPG Media Magazines B.V.
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PAGE-A-DAY® GALLERY CALENDARS · $18.99 US

- CAT GALLERY CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1285-0
  No. 101285
  (see page 32)

- DOG GALLERY CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1227-0
  No. 101227
  (see page 32)

- ART GALLERY CALENDAR
  No. 101223
  (see page 31)

- AUDUBON NATURE GALLERY CALENDAR
  No. 101282
  (see page 33)

- SHOES GALLERY CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1353-6
  No. 101353
  (see page 30)

ENGAGEMENT CALENDARS · $16.99–$19.99 US

- MOM’S FAMILY DESK PLANNER
  No. 101281
  (See page 45)

- 1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE® ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1344-4
  No. 101344
  (See page 41)

- AUDUBON ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1283-6
  No. 101283
  (See page 34)

- THE JULIA ROTHMAN ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1449-6
  No. 101449
  (See page 50)

- SAD ANIMAL FACTS WEEKLY PLANNER
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1304-8
  No. 101304
  (See page 58)

MINI WALL CALENDARS · $7.99 US

- THE SECRET LIFE OF SQUIRRELS MINI CALENDAR
  No. 101253
  (See page 46)

- CATS ON CATNIP MINI CALENDAR
  No. 101450
  (See page 58)

- MOTHERS DAY MINI CALENDAR
  No. 101213
  (See page 53)

- SAD ANIMAL FACTS MINI CALENDAR
  ISBN: 978-1-5235-1303-1
  No. 101303
  (See page 54)

1,000 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE YOU DIE is a registered trademark of Patricia Schultz and Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
**WALL CALENDAR/PAGE-A-DAY 42-COPY FLOOR DISPLAY**
Display Dimensions: 13⅞" × 19⅜" × 7¼"
Ships in one carton: 35¼" × 14 1⁄8" × 17⅛"
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9762-1 • No. 29762
Ships: July

**PAGE-A-DAY 48-COPY FLOOR DISPLAY**
Display Dimensions: 13⅞" × 19⅜" × 7¼"
Ships in one carton: 35¼" × 14 1⁄8" × 17⅛"
$767.52 US/$1,055.52 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9760-7 • No. 29760
Ships: July

**PAGE-A-DAY 36-COPY FLOOR DISPLAY**
Display Dimensions: 13⅞" × 19⅜" × 7¼"
Ships in one carton: 35" × 14" × 16½"
$575.64 US/$791.64 Can.
ISBN: 978-0-7611-9761-4 • No. 29761
Ships: July
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ORDERING INFORMATION
This is our complete calendar catalog. All titles listed in this catalog qualify for calendar discount year-round. For your convenience, we have included one order form. Simply indicate the number of copies of each item you wish to order in the appropriate box and fill in the billing and shipping information at the top. When ordering prepacks (displays), please indicate the number you wish. If you want backup stock, write the quantity next to the calendar title. If you are preparing your own order form, please include the code numbers listed under each item in the catalog. This will help us fill your order quickly and accurately.

Packing slips will be included with shipment. You may choose either returnable or nonreturnable discount schedules. Contact Workman Publishing or your sales representative to establish terms of sale. All prices, terms, and ship dates are subject to change without notice.

Workman Publishing also includes Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, Algonquin Young Readers, Artisan, Storey Publishing, Timber Press, and Workman Audio. In addition, Workman is the distributor for The Experiment, duopress, Erewhon, Familius, and Future House Publishing. Any combination of titles ordered from this catalog combines for order minimums.

WORKMAN CALENDAR RETAILER DISCOUNT SCHEDULE
RETURNABLE CALENDAR DISCOUNT
Minimum of 100 calendars or more assorted (per bill-to location) earn 53% discount. All calendars combine to meet minimum.

NONRETURNABLE CALENDAR DISCOUNT
Minimum of 100 calendars or more assorted (per bill-to location) earn 56% discount. All calendars combine to meet minimum.

Orders below 100 calendars revert to book discounts. For information on how calendars combine with books for discount, see your local sales representative or call the Workman Sales Department at 800-722-7202.

LIBRARY/SCHOOL CALENDAR DISCOUNT SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Discount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10–24</td>
<td>40% plus 7% freight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25+</td>
<td>50% plus 7% freight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For school and library issues, contact:

Annie Mazes
Adult Library Sales & Marketing
Workman Publishing Co., Inc.
225 Varick Street
New York, NY 10014-4381
Tel: 212-614-7572; 800-722-7202 x7572
Fax: 800-344-3482
Email: amazes@workman.com

CLAIMS
All claims for shortages, shipping issues, and/or damaged items must be made within 45 days of receipt or they will not be honored.

NONRECEIPT
All claims for nonreceipt and/or requests for Proof of Delivery (POD) must be made within 45 days of receipt of statement or they will not be honored.

INTERNATIONAL
All terms mentioned herein pertain to domestic sales accounts only. Please contact appropriate international representative, listed on the inside front cover, for terms.

RETURNS POLICY (RETURNABLE CUSTOMERS ONLY)
MARKDOWN AND AFFIDAVIT RETURNS
Markdown is available to customers who buy 100+ calendars on a returnable basis. Workman covers 100% of markdown costs. For program details, please contact Peggy Gerak, Credit Manager: peggy@workman.com.

Affidavit returns are available to all calendar customers. An affidavit return is a paper transaction that acts as a return of product without a physical return. For details about affidavit returns, please contact customer.service@workman.com.

STOP ORDERS—BOOKSELLERS
Workman’s Single Title Order Plan (STOP) enables bookstores to order up to four items at a 40% discount. Please add $5.99 to cover postage and handling for the first item and 50 cents for each additional item. In order to qualify for STOP discount, bookstores must prepay their order.

MAIL-ORDER CATALOGS, PREMIUM SALES, AND SPECIAL SALES
Contact our Special Sales Department for further information on calendars for use in mail-order catalogs, as giveaways, and for fund-raisers. Quotations are also available for custom imprinting of calendars.

CONSUMER ORDERS
Consumers who are unable to obtain our merchandise locally may order by mail at full list price. Full payment must accompany your order. Please add $5.99 to cover postage and handling for the first item and 50 cents for each additional item. Local sales tax must also be paid on purchases made in the following states: CA, MA, MI, MN, NC, NY, OR, TX, and WA.